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"What Have I Done To Deserve This?"

What have I done to deserve this?
This is the question of many,
This was the question by the blood of many,
This was the question of Abel,
This was the question of Jesus,
All are due to ignorant admin,
All are due to myopic thought,
I sense I will be subject to the same,
This is a prophecy, through divinatory arts,
You may also suffer, many of you may suffer,
The answer to the same, logical reply,
Yet to find, hard realities of life.

11-12-2018, 10.27 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
A Black Bird

When I was sleeping for a while at the desk,
After penning poems, a nice event happened,
A tiny blackbird, a beauty queen arrived near me,
She looked at me like a human and then flew away.

She was a tiny bird with a sweet song,
She came near me without any fear,
I liked her to touch and call as sweety,
The moment of her music near me, I like to recall many times.

09-12-2018,19.15 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
A Charming Lady In The Rose Garden.

Your smile is so charming,
When you smile,
I see thousands and thousands of roses.
Dancing in the cool breeze,
With your innocent smile,
You may conquer many minds,
Your teeth are like angles in Italian marbles,
In the midst of heavenly roses,
It may like heavenly mist,
Heavenly mist in the rose mountain,
You are like a nice lady,
Crafted by Michelangelo,
Pray to God to keep your pleasure,
Keep your pleasure every moment,
And make others happy on your presents,
In a dreamy moment,
I see you are covered in maroon,
Maroon cloth and dancing in the rose garden,
I fail to identify which rose is more beautiful,
The real roses or the dancing rose.

Nash Thomas
A Culture Of Theaters

A mix of theaters, a mix of excellence,
With the majestic play of various models,
To bring a charming style and release tension,
With the creative contents and music concerts,
With the mix of public, private and royal theaters,
To enjoy life with dreams of a cultured mind,
With a cultivated mind of art, peace, love, and prosperity.
Royal theaters shall be the reality in every nation,
Let the millionaires come and spend lavishly without any harassments.
Let the life of artists and craft people a joyful one,
With the creative visions and expressions to nullify tensions.

10-12-2018,19.51 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
A Horror Memory

Memories may be sweet,
Memories may be hard,
Sometimes it may horrible,
Sometime it may terrible.

Now I like to share you,
A memory of past,
That occurred during my teenage,
It was on mid April.

We had a Cashew farm,
Having area of two acres,
With vide varieties of apples,
Tasty, bitter and salty.

I visited the farm,
When the sun was about to set,
To find why was daddy so late,
To return from the farm.

Boundaries were marked-
Defended by warriors,
Areccanut trees, the defenders,
Showing the boundary to others.

It was on the mid of April,
Time may be at 6.30pm.
I saw the old house, in the dim light,
And the old cattle shed there.

Cashew Apples were ripen,
Nuts were matured,
Found heaps of apples,
And sacks of Cashews.

Bees in the cashew plots and
Insects in the rubber plots
Did their part to make-
Night, a terrible one.

I felt the bees and grasshoppers-
Were kings of making fiery sounds.
The sound of evening spread-
With a horrible mood.

When I saw lovely red cow,
Eating apples with a great greed,
I was about to rush at her-
To feed on my palm to her.

Then a shaky sound heard,
Like a jet fell down in a cyclone,
With shaking sounds of tonnes of iron rings -
And inbuilt magic bells in them.

I was stud, couldn't tell anything,
I turned to a statue, my mouth was open,
Within a second or fraction of second,
That sound passed like a lightning.

Hearing the sound,
Cow jumped into a near pit,
By the tightening of coir over head-,
Eyes were turns like a ghost eyes.

I wasn't a hard believer,
Believer only on hard times,
Recite quickly the name of Jesus,
I got an internal strength.

On breaking the coir on her head,
She reached rapidly in her shed,
Showing that she was totally feared,
I closed its door and about to quit quickly.

When I walk quickly,
Slipped over old heap of leaves,
Seeing a long snake passed from there,
The eyes of silver owl looked at me sharply.

The mourning of dogs were heard,
Bats were flying, making fiery move,
The leaves of arecanut trembling me,
When I rose, a little beetle hit on my head.

I heard my heart beats,
I heard the fiery sound of nights,
Dogs were mourning,
Foxes were ruling the time.

When I went through-,
A narrow short-cut,
Quickly as quickly to reach my home,
Then I heard the sound of a lady.

Her teeth were bloody,
Chewing the betel leaves,
She spat bloody saliva,
Started to tell me something.

Her hair was uncombed, a fiery look,
She was holding an old lantern,
Warned me to go slowly,
As her naughty children,
Had stoned a snake shortly,
In the midst of fiery play,
Each one did their part nicely,
Just to make me full of fear.

Slipped many times in that path,
Blood started flowing from all the hits,
Started dancing on the spot of bloods,
Mosquitoes gladly tasted their food,
Making everything in a fiery mood.

Reached home and told what had happened.
Warn me not to visiting at that time,
A special time, where a shift of goddesses,
Takes place between two hills.
For the past so many years, 
That has been rolling in my mind, 
I can't find the reason for such a sound-
Resembling the shaking of tonnes of chains-
Made up of iron rings, 
And inbuilt magic bells in them.
There is something in our nature, 
The science is yet to find its reason.

Nash Thomas
A Life Without Any Death

You, need to live forever,
In each moment, you need to try forever,
Each moment is vital,
Each thought is vital.

A live, for the time being,
A living, meant for witches,
You, need a life forever,
Really, a life for the blessed one.

Observe the world,
List out who are living forever,
Learn the lessons from them,
You, will be living forever.

Nash Thomas
A Must Write Of All Poets To Finance Minister.

All poets must write,
For supporting such sites,
By providing various plans,
Innovative plans of brains,
To get the weighted deductions,
For the corporate donations,
For supporting literary works,
Poems, drama, prose, and all,
Hundred may fail,
But one may succeed,
That will bring grand success,
That can nullify the defects of many,
Like a portfolio decision.

21-12-2018,22.51 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
A Poem For Hope.

Let us have millions of poems on hope,
Let us pen at least a poem on hope a day,
Hope to live,
Hope to do,
Hope to gain,
Hope to overcome,
Hope to nullify,
Hope to redesign,
Hope to deliver,
Hope to bring hope

............... 

18-12-2018, 21.22 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
A Poet And A Lovely Lady

I saw a dream,
A joyful dream,
A poet with lots of ideas,
But he didn't like to pen,
Luckily, found a partner through social media,
Within a short period of time,
Living together happened,
She was so nice to see,
Her eyes were twinkling,
The face is full of love,
Eyes are twinkled with curiosity,
Enjoyed her nice presence,
She typed his delivering,
She typed with passion,
Her fingers were long with nice nails,
It danced over the keyboard at an ease,
Poetic words streamed like an ocean of honey,
Delivered all from the burning spirit,
With kisses and hugs, words aired at an ease,
Pair of dove seated on the rooftops,
Looked jealously at them,
They watched the romantic unity to learn,
Pair of dove watching below from its nest,
The living pair of love with his partner,
To gain in their secret life,
To copy the life of love,
To live in calm with full of love and caring.

10-12-2018, 21.04 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
A Prisoner In The Debt Burden

Without debt, asset can't be created,
Without debt, dreams can't be fulfilled,
Means to repay, a pure future function,
May suffer greatly, may suffer greatly,
Mainly due to many destiny breakers in life,
The painful days may come,
Terrible dreams may be a frequent escort,
To loot all the creative visions and
Make a heap of ashes from troubled actions,
The days of repayment without inflow,
A burden for many in life,
A burning pain may pass from the belly,
Spreading the whole of heart regions,
Harsh realities in life may make him a prisoner,
With thousands of chains in a twisted manner,
A troubled life, a crippled life, days of blaming,
Still, we all like to be part of the debt,
To see our dreams in reality with a heavy burden in life.

12-12-2018,00.01 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
A Query To The Better Half

A lover is searching for a love saying,
Love saying to pass on to his loving,
He searched many, he found many,
He selected one, matching his emotion,
Emotion to express his interest,
'Do you love me,
Do you love in your deepest heart,
If you love me,
I will be yours,
I will be yours for ever.'

Nash Thomas
A Rhythm Being In Single

I am single,
Want to mingle,
When I mingle,
Again, I feel I am single,
So I like to be single.

Nash Thomas
A Scientist And A Typist

Once a scientist hired a typist,
To document his mind in words,
He saw her talent to type words,
In a passion like a piano,
Sometimes, there will not any work,
Sometime full of work,
Without any time to take a snack,
Without any time to take a hot coffee,
That was a lovely mix,
The typist with a nursing passion,
The typist with a caring mood,
Took the mind of scientist, within days,
Masterpieces of works were aired,
Both were enjoyed the life,
The story declared to public,
On the day of Valentine,
A memorable day for millions forever.


Nash Thomas
A Weak Memory- How To Overcome? .

A man, having weak memory,
A, Very weak memory,
Consulted a doctor,
For boosting memory,
Doctor gave him medicines,
To boost his memory,
Given variant medicine,
Given variant medicine for variant time,
Medicine for morning, noon and evening,
With a helpful note thereon,
When, about to leave, he asked only one question,
Only, one question
One, question without any problem,
Problem for memory,
Is there any medicine to recall,
And to take medicine timely? .

Nash Thomas
Accountancy

Language of business,
To record events in order,
Hated by admin all the time,
Hated by business people,
Hated by many students,
Hated due to the way of teaching,
Options are there to make it simple,
I will disclose the same shortly,
All will be free from confusing mode,
My mode is simple, easy and
Protected by US IPR too.

Nash Thomas
We are facing administrative terrorism,
Administrative terrorism since 1947,
Let IAS read preamble each day,
Let an app created for the same,
To know the real meaning of democracy,
To kill their destruction mentalities.

All you are ready to migrate,
For the sake of chances,
To escape from the terrible admin,
And to escape from the terrible plans.
We need to unite together,
To teach the IAS how to run the country,
Training them so far is a waste,
Pure national waste, never bring any goodness,
I can prove in million times with facts and figures,
We must write to the training academy,
To correct the mode and do justice to us,
To bring liberty, justice, equality, and fraternity,
By passing 'No Fear Act' like in the USA for us.

09-12-2018,12.40 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Amazing. Amazing, Amazing- The Usa.

Amazing, amazing, really amazing,  
Systems in the USA are amazing,  
Even to learn English,  
The USA learns, will show it,  
All are focused, finely focused,  
Delivering lasting solutions,  
Creative content, twinkling like stars in the sky,  
Bright stars in the sky with blinking eyes,  
Expressing no issues, all are petty matters,  
Creativetalents, amazing and crazy apps,  
Amazing, amazing, amazing.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16-12-2018,19.58 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
An Elephant Turns Into A Millipede!

Daily, daily Acts and Rules are passing,
Daily, daily notifications are increasing,
Morning one, noon another,
Evening too, not free from the same,
Business units seem to a child,
In the midst of stray dogs,
Fearing it’s attack all the time.
Rulers and admin are finding,
Four legs of an elephant not enough,
Enough to take care future loads,
For extra load, extra legs are required,
Days and years will go,
An elephant will turns into a millipede,
Will Struggle for its own movement.

Nash Thomas
Art Of Learning Lexicon.

Lexicon, the heaven of treasures,
It is a stockyard of powerful words,
Millions and millions can be generated,
Mastering the lexicon,
Mastering creativity,
Yet to make poems for mastering lexicon,
Funny poems, creative poems, free verse poems,
Paradise of feeling,
Paradise for expression,
Mastering lexicon, be a target,
To gain word power,
With the free flow of nice words,
And to see the beauty of expression,
And to see the beauty of dreaming,
With the art of penning,
Let the words fly in the dreams,
Let the words fly like butterflies
Let the shining stars be angels for the butterflies,
And care them like the baby in the cradle,
Let us have poems to the master lexicon,
Let us have a world of joy with words,
Let us have many writers, orators, and poets,
Let us build a global village out of simple words.

18-12-2018, 21.43 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Artificial Intelligence For The Administration

We need to replace,
We need to replace,
Entire IAS from the administration,
It can be simply done,
With less than the investment of fifty lakhs,
This can be done through Artificial Intelligence,
All ministers shall be supported by them,
The mobile app can be developed for support,
No need for ignorant administration in India,
We need creative administration,
We need legal administration,
We need to say goodbye for vested admin,
Easily can be done through AI,
Let the common man get justice through AI,
Let our nation free from erratic IAS admin forever.

09-12-2018,9.46 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Astrology

Astrology, a great calculation,
To know the potential of a person,
For a writer to be known,
A poet to be known -
The Venus shall be in good position,
For the fame,
The Sun shall be in good position,
Up to thirty-six, basic chart,
After D-9 chart will provide a fine report,
To judge the scope of fame and publicity.

13-12-2018,22.10 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Astrology- A Breakthrough Science

Let the scholars unite together,
Let them study the chart of noted one,
Let them group them,
Let them study the relation,
Let us have the dramatic hypothesis,
Let us have creative theories,
One day, the secret code will reveal,
On that day, Astrology will break the world,
It will become a breakthrough science in the world.

20-12-2018, 21.46 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Ayurveda

The concept of Ayurveda is fine,
No science reach even one percent of its philosophy,
Vata, Pitta, and Kapha determines health and ailments,
Medicine is just to balance these factors.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018,19.04 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Be a poet of simple words,
Only simple words can catch millions,
Millions at an ease,
That shall be in common tongue,
With natural sounds and dreams,
With creative contents to make it charms,
Like a Bible, it must reach to all,
Let millions and millions sing,
Let millions and millions enjoy,
By reciting the same at every time.

13-12-2018, 22.37 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Break Even Point

Break Even Point,
In short BEP,
A tool to offer an idea,
To fix the operation level,
A must analysis for all manufacturing sectors,
To plan the production,
To plan product mix,
To estimate profit or loss,
An effective tool,
To provide a snap in a short meeting,
To take an apt decision.

Nash Thomas
Break The Law, Break The Law

Break the Law, Break the Law,
Only through breaking the law,
Goodness will happen,
Break the law for the common good,
Break the law for the better life,
Break the law for the dignity,
Break the law for equality,
Break the law for liberty,
Break the law for fraternity,
Break the law for the new world,
Break the law for the new life,
Break the law for the new culture,
Break the law like a Mahatma,
Break the law like a Jesus,
Break the law, break the law.
Break the law for betterment.

02-12-2018, 20.22 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Bureaucracy

Bureaucracy is a craze for somebody,
Bureaucracy is a craze for somebody,
That craze turns to erratic admin,
That craze turns to horrible admin.

Alarming state is its outcome,
Charming state is out of question,
I can't understand complex math,
Also, I can't understand its logic too.

Farmers have been suffering,
Yet to have net for farming,
To control pets and poisons,
Poisonous admin never see this reality! ! !

Business contribute significant sum,
Towards Government by taxes on products or services,
They may contribute thousands of crores,
What is the contribution of this worthless admin system? .

Nash Thomas
Bureaucratic Terrorism

We see terrorism,
We see terrorism,
We are yet to find its reason,
That turn against common man,
That turn against justice,
Still, they have a happy life,
Without providing the solution for any issues,
Managing with a terrible mind,
Managing like a bloodhound,
And make free State on a nation,
Like a milk offered to the child,
With hundreds of dead insects in the milk.

06-12-2018, 1.19 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Busy

All are busy,
All are busy,
Acting as busy,
Passing as busy,
Nobody there to hear you,
Nobody there to near you
All are busy, All are busy
Nothing become easy,
They can be your bose,
They can do a guess,
your life become saucy.

Nash Thomas
Cash Flow

I can't afford,
I can't afford,
My business can afford,
My business can afford.

It's a reality,
Not a dream,
I have lots of plans to make money,
To bring cash flow into my ventures.

I and my business are separate,
I have only share on profit,
My business has cash flow on business,
Cash flow can pay off huge debts,
I can't meet the huge debt.

I want to set up business,
To acquire large assets from the Cash flow,
To possess high-value assets in life,
Let cash flow play a vital role,
And bring cash and wealth within no time.

08-12-2018,15.45 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
This is a century poem,
The century poem in PoemHunter,
This is during the end of November,
My home is near to a main road,
Writing this, I heard a bell,
Bell of selling ice-creams and ice,
With a taste of school days,
I again loved the time of hundredth poem,
The sweet taste is still on my tongue,
The sweet time of winning of the first century score,
Within a short period of less than ten days,
Most poems were in direct delivery,
Without any plan to write at all,
But on writing, flow may come,
That due to this nice site of poets,
With an easy chance to pen poems,
Poems in our style, like a free man in the world.

26/11/2018, 14 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Civil Service Administration- A Tragic Culture

We need an expert admin,
We failed to get since 1947,
We failed to see equality,
We failed to see liberty,
We failed to see fraternality,
We failed to see justice,
Due to the grave mistakes in admin,
Let the experts may manage us,
Let the experts may offer solutions,
Let them replace all IAS in India,
To have a fair style of the free state,
And to know the goodness of the free state.

07-12-2018, 23.05 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Comedy Of The Nature

If one can see crying mind-
In the smiling face;
If one can see smiling mind-
In the crying face;
You have mastered the drama of life.
The life of a comedian-
May be full of tragedies;
And life of a villain-
May be full of joy;
That is the comedy of the nature-
Yet to know the nature of that nature in life.

29/11/2018, 20.23 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala, Copyright protected.

Nash Thomas
Commercial Writer

When I turned as a commercial writer,
I can write anything at an ease,
I can write love poems,
When I am in hate mood,
I can write hate poems,
When I am in love mood,
Within seconds, I can write love poems
Within next seconds, I can write hate poems,
All are from the free flow of words,
To express, I can,
Just to express, I can
Now I know the art of penning,
Penning with absence of mind,
Penning without any interest,
I can hide my real passion,
I can hide my real vision,
Just to satisfy the vision of others,
In the label of ghostwriter,
Now I am in the label of commercial writer,
To deliver something within time,
For a pre-set fee with a target,
With a pressure to gain the target,
To keep the target customers with words,
To satisfy, to care, to enjoy them,
With penning of words for softening the inner mind,
To lead a source of income with inflows of money,
To gain worldly pleasures and comforts,
Like a commercial writer, a career plan for future life.

Nash Thomas
Complex World

The world is so complex,
You can't make it a simple one,
You can make secret code,
But cannot make it a simple one,
It is just like ads for learning English,
By non native within thirty days,
But, none could achieve the aim,
But, we have a hope to achieve,
Focusing on simplifying the complex one,
Make it friendly to the majority,
But the work is really complex,
But I need to do the same to reach six points,
Within an active involvement of short days-
Less than ten days at the site.

02-12-2018,9.37 AM, Kadamanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Confusing And Complex.

Those who are master in Accountancy,
Never carried out great business,
Those who are master in Economics,
Never carried out great business,
Those who are master in none,
Carried out great business,
They hire both accountants and economists,
To run their business and take care,
With a minimum pay as salaries and perks,
Let the society think who is contributing,
Let the business people teach the public,
Let the tutors take a rest for a few years,
To remold our country to learn the art of cash flow.

08-12-2018,16.05 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Constant

Constant constant misfortune is constant,
Rare, rare fortune is very rare,
Still, in the misfortune living with an ambition,
Ambition to gain something in the midst of crooked players.


Nash Thomas
Contra

Oneness is the spiritual concept,
The separate entity is the business concept,
Now spiritual men are the success in business,
Businessmen are successful in spiritual.

Do you know the reason?
They know the art of preaching,
They know the art of practicing,
We are yet to know the same.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

08-12-2018,15.59 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Correcting Civil Services In India.

Civil Services Training,
A hundred percentage flop training,
Nil value for the society,
Only value for terrible admin,
All are famous for negative actions,
None are famous for any positive play,
Great shame, great shame, free India,
It is a great shame,
I will inform to PM office,
With facts and figures,
Evidences of terrible admin,
That suffered by many,
Only due to terrible style.

Nash Thomas
Cow And A Calf

I heard the cry of a calf,
It was a brownish one,
Its eyes were a lovely pair,
Showed a childish play of nature,
Its cry was for feeding on time,
When he was near to his mother,
We saw the lovely move of both of them,
To care and nurse its child,
When we were near to the lovely calf,
Her eyes were in feared style,
She was surely doubtful about our deeds,
She tried to care for the child,
When I untie the Knot to feed him,
The mother served with tongue messages,
With a cradle song, which we cannot express,
Both were in a joyful mood,
Didn't pay any attention to outside,
Remained in her dreamy life,
To nurse her child, and nurse us,
The calf was crying,
His neck was moving like on spring,
He was looking the nature to gain the new nature,
Bathed with a tongue of love, nursed him calmly,
The child stopped his cry, a look at the face of the mother,
The face of the mother showed a joyful mood,
Each one in nature has its own style of joy,
Teaching makes all of us in the doubtful stages,
To know the real joy, we need to see them at that time.

7/12/2018, 17.37 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
I have a dream,
Dream to learn every subject,
Like a charming cinema,
Through the magic hands of writers,
Through the creative contents,
Let the creative writers,
Find the talents to teach,
Every boring subject with magic inputs,
Let the students enjoy every subject,
Like a drama, like a movie,
An educational movie, wisdom movie,
Ban all emotional movies by laws,
A mix of classic and modern,
To teach grammar, chemistry, physics,
And every branch of science,
Every subject to provide everlasting knowhow,
Through creative writings and joyful inputs,
To turn boring subjects into charming one,
I have a dream, I have a dream,
To make the public full of wisdom,
Through the magic hands of writers,
Through the magic hands of creative writers.

5/12/2018,23.54 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Credit Card

Credit Card, a charming card,
Charming card to attract many,
Many fall into deep trouble,
Like a women of beauty,
To attract many men towards her,
Billings are extreme,
Extreme to loot your pocket,
A merciless side of banking,
To make millions under severe trap.
EMI on it is a danger,
Just to squeeze your pocket,
You know the same,
But you may lack other options.
Charming card will turn to a-
Charging card, within no time.
It's a need of the time,
To effect many payments at an ease,
A basic evil of current time.
To gain one day and lose on next day,
Like an unstable stock market.

Nash Thomas
Day And Poems

Someday are more good to write,
Someday are not good to write,
Someday 'n' number of poems can be written,
Someday nil number of poems can be written.

Do you know the secret of these? ,
For that we need to note the date and time of writing,
To find the correlation of day and the writing,
Shortly, I can deliver you a final message on the same.

26/11/2018, 21.56 PM, Kadammanitta P.O.

Nash Thomas
Days In A Week

Days in a week,
Each for each planet,
Sunday for Sun,
Monday for Moon,
Tuesday for Mars,
Wednesday for Mercury,
Thursday for Jupiter,
Friday for Venus,
Saturday for Saturn,
Rahu and Ketu are shadow planets,
Hence they are free from allocation.
One need to know the reason for-
Placing in a unique order,
Repetitive order over a year,
Hora at the rising time,
Be the day of the day,
It has a fine calculation,
All need to know the same,
To know the timing of prayer,
To know the truth of the universe.

13-12-2018,22.04 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Debt Driven Youth

The days are painful,
Events are painful,
You can see torturing,
Fate will be your master in torture,
A merciless master to burn you-
Without showing any mark of burning.
Your eyes can show severe threat,
Your face can show severe issues,
Your words are subject to harass,
You may become a doll,
In the hands of merciless fate.
You may thrown away by the fate,
You are mere like a doll in the hands of a child.

Nash Thomas
Debt- Views Of Life

For a common man

Debt,
A sword in the hands of a king,
A knife in the hands of a robber,
A wife, spiteful wife on lost days,
A chronic illness, with no scope for curing.

For a businessman

Debt,
A nice chance to create assets,
A nice change to enhance the cash flow,
A nice to deliver a good return,
A way to source fund to execute wild dreams.

For the same debt, the result is variant,
Think on a variant way to make a difference,
That may bring you a new path to learn and gain,
That may bring many under success stream.

12-12-2018, 11.44 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Democracy

Fear less life,
Fear less life,
Only through free state,
Only through democracy,
But,
What we have been experiencing,
Far from the core concept,
Where is liberty in thinking?,
Where is liberty in admin,
All are nullified by IAS,
A really great trial for free India,
It must be free from IAS admin,
Let admin shall be man of wisdom,
Let admin shall be a man of creativity,
Let admin shall be a man of vision,
Let admin shall be a man of charity,
Let admin shall be a man of IT,
Never be a master mind of facts,
Facts of nil use for the society,
We may convey our message to noted politicians,
To free India from good for nothing admin,
Free India from IAS forever,
To provide simple solution for mankind forever.

Nash Thomas
Depression - Why?

A man thinks;
Living in the land of caring,
Living in the land of loving,
Living in the land of giving,
Living in the land of the offering,
He anticipates;
Living in the land will be fruitful,
Living in the land will be a success,
Living in the land will be gain in life,
Living in the land will subside pains in life.

He gets;
Living in the land of firing,
Living in the land of hate,
Living in the land of attaching,
Living in the land of seizing,

He experiences;
Living in the land will be fruitless,
Living in the land will be a tragic,
Living in the land will be the flop in life,
Living in the land will follow pains in life.

Rate your nation,
Rate your State,
Rating is your duty,
If you are in the second type,
Politics, a stupidity,
Civil Service, a national blunder,
You will be depressed,
Become an expatriate, to save you,
No other option, no other option,
It's the capsule for you,
To solve the issue at an ease.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
12-12-2018, 11.12 AM, Kadammanitta.
Dictionary

I want to publish,
A new dictionary,
A unique one,
A rare one,
Are you curious?
If yes, I want to build,
A curious moment,
Till I release it as an ebook.
This will be a first time in the history,
This is based on research.
That is purely for poets,
To keep them with penning all the days.

Nash Thomas
Digital Education

Digital Education must be a reality,
To provide free education to all,
To develop a new global culture,
To share views, concepts, ideas globally,
To gain new success mantra globally.


Nash Thomas
Digital India

Digital India - Poem by Nash Thomas
Prior to 2014, digital India was a wild dream,
After 2014, digital India became a dream,
Now, digital India is a reality,
Reality to interact with PM,
Reality to interact with officials,
Now, the base is fine,
We need global citizenship,
That must be the next idea,
Through Atlas mapping,
One can open an account
An account in the USA from India,
A virtual bank address,
Through IP based atlas mapping,
India yet to in that panel,
To have jobs of high payout,
I have submitted to include India in various portals,
I hope that will consider shortly,
India to part of global mapping,
To get a global banking portal at home,
All are the outcomes of digital India.
To provide services at global standards,
And make our wild dreams a perfect reality.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

07/12/2018, 10.24 AM, Kadammanitta.
Nash Thomas

Nash Thomas
Divitarot

There are many tarot,
Divitarot is unique,
Amazing is its reading,
It's a good fortune indicator,
It is given a fun,
But it is more than a fun,
Amazing is its reading,
Try and fell its accuracy,
You will be amazed.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

13-12-2018,22.26 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Don't Try To Become A Saint

Don't try to become a saint,
A few only can bear the mask,
To cheat the public at large,
For many years after his death,
Be like a natural man,
With strength and weakness,
With ability and inability,
And never try to cheat others,
In the name of sacred life.

08-12-2018,13.47 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Drama And Christianity

Some are against drama,
But, the Holy Mass is a drama,
All are drama,
To make it joyful to eyes,
To make it nice to mind,
But, Christianity is against drama,
Drama to expose social issues,
The concept is illogical,
'Scared drama is divine,
All others are to be banned, '
All arts are to calm the mind,
All are from creative minds,
To fill the gap in minds,
To offer better lifestyles,
Let the drama create out of wisdom,
Let the drama change our destiny.

10-12-2018, 14.31 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Dreaming

I worked for a sample survey,
Met a man and women in a colony,
There was no proper drainage system,
He was an artist, artist with slight income,
His wife was a craft lady,
I wondered, how they could adjust-
In such a dirty place to dwell,
And do the duty of creative work,
A place with the smell of dirty water,
A place with the smell of drainage,
When I entered the house,
This was full of flowers and paintings,
Then I knew a fact,
One can dream,
One can dream,
Even in the midst of dirty places,
And forget the real pity state,
By seeing a dream of beauty,
In the mind, only a rare talent can see,
To attain a better life, by dreaming,
Just dreaming, dreaming…..
I am sure, One day they will win,
They will win,
They will win,
Only through the endless dreaming.

Nash Thomas
Easy To Learn Like A Native

All natives learn the mother tongue,
Without knowing any of grammar rules,
All are through the simple use of words,
Simple techniques of the mother,
Showing the object and repeating,
Nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
And other parts of speech, by repeating,
Repeating words without knowing grammar,
We need such an app to repeat something,
To train ourselves as a native speaker.
Our education failed totally,
All our short-cuts failed totally,
Even a beggar is master in his expression,
Without knowing the art of reading or writing,
But even after three decades,
The present style never brings any sense,
Let the non-native speaker, repeat words,
Words of expressions, the magic art of Churchill,
Repeat the speeches of orators in the world,
To know the art of using the power of words,
Let us do the repetitions,
The trial of repetitions will bring,
The trials in life under control.

07-12-2018, 09.25 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Educated Mam And Uneducated Mam

Educated mam teaches his child,
She may provide many tricks,
Tricks to master tenses,
Tricks to master math,
Her child may become a clerk,
But, uneducated may teaches his child,
Nothing but sound of nature,
It may be wow, wow, , wow,
He may become a Politician,
He makes law of wow, wow, wow,
The child of educated mother,
Spends lot of time to master,
Wow, wow, wow,
By the time, age of pension will happen,
He knows only wow, wow, wow.

Nash Thomas
Education In Kerala

We are yet to find the best,
Of technologies in India,
To offer education at an ease,
To offer nil cost education to all seekers,
Through public libraries in every area,
To offer facilities at an ease.
This is purely due to failure in admin,
Complete failure in IT structure,
Millions and Millions can be saved,
But, yet to start its basic steps,
Due to admin failure,
Let expert play a role,
To redesign our land,
To bring fair education to all.
To end a looting system forever.

06-12-2018, 20.38 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Education-National Policy

We can build many digital apps,
We can build many mobile apps,
We can build easy solutions,
We can build the nation from creative wisdom,
We can build a global education style,
Let education free from a religious cult,
Let education be a national policy,
Funded purely from business taxes,
Education must be a national policy,
Education must be free for all seekers,
It's the duty of the Government to support-,
With caring laws and caring framework,
Digitalization and nationalization will change the destiny,
Let us try for nationalization of the entire education sector.

20-12-2018,22.01 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Elements Of Poetry

All are elements of poetry,
All are elements of poetry,
Nature, wildlife, the play of cats,
The mannerism of dogs, pet animals,
All are joyful elements,
We have only elements of poetry,
We are randomly picking something,
That is we are wandering for subjects,
Lack of subject can be also a subject,
That is a nice chance in poetry,
Let us find the chance to fill this sites,
By regular inputs and creative inputs,
To make this site alive forever.

---

07-12-2018, 9.52 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Elimination Of Hate Words From The Mind

I see a dream,
Purely a dream,
God invented a capsule,
It is in the nature of a fruit,
On eating the fruit,
Entire hate words will erase from the brain,
He cannot find the hate words,
On hating, salience will happen,
The mouth will be in muted position,
It is only a dream,
Only in dream we can see the same.


Nash Thomas
Elimination Vs Education

I see an education system,
An education system, an elimination system,
Mainly for a few,
Designed by worldly wise,
For safeguarding their children,
By eliminating millions and millions,
Still, we call it as an education,
Proving benefit only for a few,
How can be labelled as an education?,
Better to call it elimination,
It's the apt word for the same.
If it's to be labelled as education,
One need transform from alpha to omega,
All seekers, will get knowledge,
Knowledge, as desired,
Never seen such things happening,
We, the youth must redesign;
Root out the outdated elimination system of the world,
Must redesign the education system of the world,
Bringing light to society and the world.

Nash Thomas
Erratic Administration.

We are yet to see the mode of freestyle,
We are yet to see the style of democracy,
All were lost due to IAS,
Youth should unite together and fight for justice,
Let the experts handle in every area,
Let global education a reality,
Let education at an ease at free of cost,
Let health-care a free option,
All are possible through minor changes instyle,
We need caring laws, caring laws,
Let the youth burn all firing laws,
Let they burn all firing laws,
Let Atlas based global citizen a reality,
Let the vision of Tagore, be a reality,
Global eraser may come and erase all barriers,
Regional, geographical, cultural, religious,
Let the laws for caring,
Law for loving replace all other laws,
Let Visa on arrival be a reality for all nation,
Let interracial, inter-religion marriage a reality,
Let the youth kill all worn out systems,
To enjoy the freedom in life and living.

12-12-2018, 21.18 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Erratic Education System And Way Out.

Erratic, erratic, baseless, baseless
Our education system, an elimination system,
Looting, looting full of looting,
It is a shame to permit the same in this era.
We can change these through group actions,
To provide free education to all through plan funds,
Let education and health care must a right to all,
Through social network, it's possible.
No need not deny for any.
We all must have dreams, we all must have dreams,
To attain such a target in life.

09-12-2018,19 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Exact Time

For the past many poems,
I noted the time of posting,
All poems were spot delivered,
All were the thoughts of that time.

We need to check the purity of the sciences,
Through real pieces of evidence,
Through Astro analysis,
One can establish the proofs.

The exact time is required to find the base,
To determine the factors,
That may break all norms,
That may reveal new truth.

The world is an outcome of calculations,
Days and months are outcomes,
The hour and minutes a fine concept,
To establish truth to the world.

All are spot delivered,
Without any time for composing,
But the real factor will work out,
To test the Astro base of the Indian system.

One day I will break the world,
I will break the entire norms,
I will break the belief system,
Through tested pieces of evidence.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018, 11.47 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Expressing In Simple Words

Expressing in simple words,
With passion, love, and care,
Might be a real task for many,
If you know only simple words-,
Words of passion, love, and care,
That will not be a task at all.
Mastering simple words,
Mastering in the mind of readers,
They must get poems at an ease,
To recall at the time of need.

07-12-2018,08.54 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Fact And Hypothesis

For a fact,
There may have many hypotheses,
Jungled with data,
Mugged with abstracts,
Troubled with findings.
For finding an underlying truth,
To bring light and joy.
The world is so complex,
Reality may not be the truth,
Finding the truth, a few can,
After crossing the cross in life,
With tears from the eyes and
Bleeding from the hands.

11-12-2018,10.49 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Fate

Fate, the unkind traitor,
Unknown to many,
Known to a few,
But the facts fail to provide a way out.

I like to call you, a cheater,
Cheater on the road to many,
To break the plans, to beat the visions,
And many under severe threat.

A blind reality of darkness,
In the visionful world of colors.
Millions and millions affected,
Unkind towards many in life.

It's role on the go from the Adam,
Like a malicious women,
A seductive women to kill-
A mighty man of Samson.

Fate, the unkind traitor,
A cheater, lacking any -
Real chain in life, logic is out of question,
Affected one, in deep trouble.

Fate, a man of real traitor,
Now I find a fact, on tested realities,
You are related to Saturn,
Saturn to break the destiny of many.

Fate, you are an unkind traitor,
Unknown for many, known for a few,
Look at your birth chart, find the Saturn,
You will get a true value.

You cannot deny,
The role of Saturn,
I like to curse you, the fate,
A traitor, without any death at all.
No logic behind,
The cry of Abel's blood,
No logic behind fall of many kings,
The fall of Solomon too.

No logic behind,
The logical man of Jesus,
To kill by nailing onto a cross,
But, still have a logic, on the date of birth.

Prophecy is for harsh treatment,
Logical less logic of the world,
You are really a breaker of destiny,
A real traitor from the life on the earth.

I want to challenge you, an inborn traitor,
I want to challenge you, an inborn cheater,
Soon you will be under the merciless hand of destiny,
We will invent techno solution for the same.

21/11/2018,9 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Father

Father, a great supporter in our life,
Supporter without showing any express love,
Supporter with an implied love,
Suffered greatly in his life,
Suffered on the hard realities of life,
Suffered saliently due to lack of options,
Our admin failed to provide chances and-
Enough options to make the life, a good earning one.
We could know the same,
Only when we attain that age,
At that time, he may be no more,
Realities in the world are hard,
Hard to express in any words,
Still, we try to express something,
Something for gaining something,
Just to make it roll and-
Forget mishaps in life-
Till the last breath,
Just for purposeless purpose.

Nash Thomas
Flow Of Words -Ii

Practice, practice, practice,
To get the flow of words,
To make nice poems,
To make wise poems,
Like a Gold mining process,
The dirty process may be many,
All are for delivering mines of Gold,
With the magic power of words.

21-12-2018,22.58 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Free Education

Free education must be the reality,
Can be easily implemented at least cost,
Need to ban all traditional courses,
Need to ban all traditional styles,
Let the seekers get the sound digital library,
With the facilities to earn while learning the course,
Ban all traditional style,
Free children from burdensome periods,
Free parents from burdensome periods,
Free education will bring a new culture,
Free education will empower all,
Let free education must be a mantra for election,
It is simple to implement,
All top posts shall handle by experts,
Replace all IAS from the creative platforms,
Let experts handle all the cases,
All will be under free education,
Delivering magic results for the public as a whole.

20-12-2018,21.30 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Free Education From The Erratic Administration.

We need to free entire education from IAS,
To reach its maximum potential,
We need thousands of experts,
Experts from the software field,
To redesign India and to bring simple solutions,
Let subject experts and It experts handle every area,
Let the public enjoy the light of admin,
Let the vested admin thrashes into pieces,
Let the vested admin turns to a heap of ashes,
Let expertshold entire areas,
Let experts take decisions,
Let each and every IAS be in the mute stage,
To empower youth and inspire youth,
To showcase solutions for every issue,
With creative thinking and expert solutions.

20-12-2018,21.41 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Free Thinker

Free Thinker, a man free from vested teachings,
Look for the logic of the faith systems,
Through the faith many gained,
Through the faith many suffered,
Can anyone suggest a thinking good for the whole? ,
All faith systems have inbuilt tragic secret code,
That will reveal only when the same is attacked,
Till that time, the practice of preaching will go-
The practice of preaching unreal things in life.
The mind of free thinker is on real world,
His focus on delivering truth,
Can such a man live a day in joy? ,
It remains as a matter of doubt for all forever.

29/11/2018,18.58PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Free Thinker.

You can't find me in one trait,
I am part of all,
I am a free thinker,
Not under the chain of the erratic system,
Not under the chain of religious stupidity,
Not under the chain of myopic politics,
My Mantra is different,
I will share the same shortly,
My aim is to free all of you,
From all looting systems in our system,
I will share the same shortly,
Only a free thinker can provide the new idea,
Only a free thinker can give new solutions,
To release all of you from the pains.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018, 9.53 AM; Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
From Alpha To Omega

You may be nothing,
You want to be something,
Want, a great magical tool,
That, will make you a great in the future.

Try, try, watering,
Watering your innermost,
Innermost deep desire,
Turn, want to imagine,
Imagine you are great,
A great, for the better society,
A great, for the better mankind,
You, will be great
Really, you will become great.

Nash Thomas
Frustrations

In the time of quick access,
In the time of fast processing,
In the time of quick delivery,
Remain in the queue,
A mental state, often with an offensive tongue,
Frequent net connection issues,
Showing processing symbol all the time,
With a timeout word,
The offensive tongue may react quickly,
The words are words of frustrations.

21-12-2018, 23.27 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Future Of Science

The future of science,
Astrology will play a vital role,
All theories will vanish in the air,
All present theories will soon vanish in the air,
The secret code of fate will reveal,
Birth, rebirth, pre-birth all-
Will be explained through,
Chart with great accuracy,
A new platform of science will emerge,
That will thrash out the present system,
This will happen within a few days,
The world will change,
Many will follow the spiritual path,
On releasing the code,
Many will follow the spiritual path,
They will abandon the amazing wealth,
To unite with the cosmic power,
Through relinquishing the worldly matters,
That will happen, the time has come,
The time has come, the time has come

13-12-2018, 22.17 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Glow Worms -Glow Wonderful

Sometimes darkness may create a terror,
Sometimes lightning may create a terror,
Sometime silence may create a terror,
Sometime violence may create a terror.

When I penned the poem as such,
A slight wind had arisen,
It was over 1 AM, power had gone,
I heard the sound of mourning of dogs,
I searched for the light,
There was no light near in my custody,
Then a sudden hit heard in my rooms,
The mourning of dog, sound, moment of fear,
Then a glow worm flew through my rooms,
I got the mobile to light the room,
You are a wise creature, you know,
Where to travel at what time,
You are not a worm,
But you are glow wonderful,
To appear wisely at the time of need.

23-11-2018, 22.04 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Gold Star Poet

Today is a day,
I will remember,
Fourteenth December-2018,
Crowned with Gold star,
Target has achieved,
It's a nice moment,
And see the result of penning,
In the cool month,
I got a crown,
Crown in inbuilt mode,
Let many come into the crown,
And make a stamp before others,
For publishing with other sites,
For money or otherwise,
I enjoy the automatic awarding scheme,
I enjoy the automatic rewarding scheme,
Let all of us have a sportsmanlike spirit,
To pen daily and gain daily,
Retain the art of penning,
By penning on each day,
Let the inbuilt system inspire all the poets.

14-12-2018, 22.16 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Grammar

We need many grammar apps,
Many grammar apps in creative platforms,
To teach the lessons,
With full of wits,
With full of wisdom,
To teach at an ease,
To teach as a native tongue,
Without boring lessons,
Let us have a style,
To learn like a game,
A game like a snake and a ladder,
To ease the wild in words,
To make it simple and easy.

21-12-2018, 23.43 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Heaven

Living in the land of inspiration,
Living in the land of motivation,
Living in the land of acceptance,
Even if as an expatriate, is a heaven,
A heaven of abundances and chances.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

07-12-2018, 10.52 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Heaven And Hell

Living in the land of inspiration,
Living in the land of motivation,
Living in the land of acceptance,
Even if as an expatriate, is a heaven,
A heaven of abundances and chances.

Living in the land of obstacles,
Living in the land of hate,
Living in the land of denial,
Even if as a native, is a hell,
A hell of scarcity and dull life.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

07-12-2018,11.11 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Hell

Living in the land of obstacles,
Living in the land of hate,
Living in the land of denial,
Even if as a native, is a hell,
A hell of scarcity and dull life.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

07-12-2018,11.05 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Herod And Caiaphas

In my life, in real life,
I got a chance to see a man,
A man of authority,
A man of power,
A trained man of power,
An ill trained man of power,
A mix of two traits,
A Herod and Caiaphas,
That may be rare,
But, ill fate led me to see him,
I shifted to Egypt in my own effort,
That is not to call me a nickname,
Just to avoid cross in the life,
Just to live in free state,
Just to enjoy my basic rights.


Nash Thomas
Hidden

The hidden and forbidden,
Two great things in life,
Life turns on and off on these two,
The fact of life always kept under the two.

08-12-2018, 12.56 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Hope

You may pull me into a deep well,
I will rise
You may curse me all the time,
I will succeed,
You may create hurdles in life,
I will overcome,
You may create troubles in life,
I will manage,
You may show many hopeless states,
I will find hope, I will find hope.

-----------

07-12-2018, 23.34 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Horrible Land

A land full of erratic admin,
A land full of ignorant admin,
A land full of lakhs of erratic critics,
A land full of fake promises,
A land full of fake believes,
A land full of de-motivators,
A land full of erratic education,
A land full of lootings in education
A land full of looting in medical care,
It there is an atom bomb hit in that place,
The people will consider it as divine mercy of God.
To release the breathing air to the free state,
To release the burning air to the joyful state,
And to rebirth in the fertile land to deliver amazing things.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

18-12-2018, 21.16 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
I Am

I am a poet at,
Now I am a bronze star poet,
Registered about five years before,
Inactive for nearly five years,
Now only re-enter to pen something,
Within two weeks, grading,
Provides a star from the entry cadre to bronze,
With a week, I will be in the gold star label,
That is my target, that is my aim,
Kindly go through my poems,
Kindly put your rating too,
I will make quick poems daily for more than twenty,
My target is to get into the gold level at the earliest,
Before evaluating my poems by publishers,
That will happen within a week,
In the world of target, I too have a target,
Target to reach a greater level at a rocket speed,
To nullify the effect of laziness of over three decades.

02-12-2018, 18.18 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
I Am Different- I Am Not I Am As You Think.

Who are you?
I can't get you.
Who are you?
I am just like a paper,
You can make brilliant poems on me,
You can make terrible writings on me,
You can make a canvas for a wise painting,
It can be the children's ship sailing near the house,
It can be a crafted flower of beauty,
It can be filled with wise words,
It can be filled with nice words
It can be filled with unwise words,
It can be filled with harsh words,
I am mere a medium,
I am not I am as you think,
I am not I am as you announce in public,
I am a media. a canvas, a base,
To offer wise and unwise alike,
You, the nation is the doer,
You, the nation is the master,
I am performing in a mute stage,
I am a medium, a canvas, and a base,
The multitude is my mantra,
I lack the passion for any system,
I am open, a free thinker, to know the nature.
I can openly say one thing,
I am different, I am not I am as you think.

10-12-2018,11.01 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
I Have A Dream, I Have A Dream

I have a dream,
I have a dream,
To provide CRS to entire IAS fellows,
To make progress in India with a month,
I can provide thousands of plans,
To make more than thirty lakh crores in a year,
Simply and easily, but CRS must be reality to entire IAS,
To save the nation from erratic administration,
Compulsory retirement must be the option,
To save the nation from the erratic administration.
To provide a democratic solution for issues.

To provide valuable service for the nation,
For the seventy plus years,
We cannot find any merit in IAS administration,
They failed to provide quality education,
They failed to provide democratic administration,
They failed to provide e-platform for the quick solution,
We need only expert in every area and never be under IAS,
I have a dream, a dream India is free from the myopic visions of IAS,
I have a dream, the public could get service through technologies at home,
We need techno based youth at entire areas,
We need to put an end to erratic admin in India.
IAS, another name for colonial admin,
Totally failed in each and every area,
Totally failed to provide low cost education,
Totally failed to provide low cost medical care,
Loss to the public is severe, loss to the Government is severe,
Only due to erratic administration style in India.
I have a dream, I have a dream,
Indian will be managed only by democratic fellows,
To provide merciful support at an ease.

02-12-2018, 22.20 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
IAS administration, a greatest tragedy in India
Tragedy since free India,
Cannot find a single instance of vision,
Cannot find a single instance of caring,
What happens to its training,
Many cases arises only due to ignorance of IAS,
Ignorance in dealing areas,
I suffered greatly on the terrible administration,
A land of equality,
A land of liberty,
A land of fraternity,
In the preamble of the Constitution,
But yet to see its fruits,
Just only of IAS administration
We cannot find any contribution in education,
We cannot find any contribution in Charity,
We cannot find any contribution in employment chances,
We cannot find any contribution in overseas chances,
We cannot find any contribution in motivation,
We can find role in framing terrible laws,
Floating all democratic principles,
Floating all laws of the country for vested plan,
Foreign tours are greatest comedy,
Foreign tours are greatest tragedy,
Project will execute just to make,
Foreign tours in life many a time,
Cannot find goodness of foreign tour,
Can you find a single contribution from such tour.
We can find thousands and thousands of cases,
Any contribution in digital India,
A man who never opens his email,
Become an IT secretary, what a pathetic system,
Lack of knowledge of IT,
Created greatest pain for the society,
Failed to bring goodness to education,
Failed to bring goodness to medical system,
Failed to bring goodness to taxation,
Failed to bring goodness in social security schemes,
Failed to bring goodness in building NRI database,
Failed to source bulk funds from NGOs,
All goodness are from Priests,
They remould Kerala,
All goodness from religious leaders,
They remould Kerala,
All goodness from Politicians,
They try to correct the failed admin,
What happened to them,
Failed to provide a single solution in tragic situations,
Thousands of cases can be shown as proofs.
Full of terrible thinking, breaking of laws,
Breaking of the vital elements of Constitution,
Just only for personal greed, nothing more.
I can tell only from my story,
I can tell only from my experiences,
If I declared in public, a noted IAS will be jail for ever,
Due to his action, against law of the land,
Fully against equality, liberty, fraternity and justice,
Still he enjoys service due to his crooked play.

Nash Thomas
Ignorant Civil Service Administrator.

I suffered due to the terrible action,
I suffered due to the horrible action,
That is due to absolute ignorance,
He is a noted person in Kerala too.

All his arguments are baseless,
All his ideas are anti-democratic too,
Where he gets such a power to mock free state?
That needs to be checked to bring goodness for the public.

26/11/2018,23.11, Kadammanitta, Kerala

Nash Thomas
Imperfection

Nothing in the world is totally perfect,
Nothing in the world is totally imperfect,
I found all are a myth,
A myth by the scholars,
Validity in the scholarly views,
Only, validity in the scholarly eyes',
Imperfection, have a variant beauty,
It may give glorious meaning,
Bright, may be a perfect,
I found many, having talents,
Wandering here and there,
I found many, having lesser talents,
Shine like a star in the sky.
Accepting the imperfection as such,
Gives everlasting joy and happiness.

Nash Thomas
India- Land Of Poems

India had a culture of poems,
All ancient texts were in poems,
All teachings were in poetical,
All sages followed that path,
But we had failed since 1947,
We can remold youth to follow,
Ancient and old culture to retain
Everlasting memory for all must in our life

07-12-2018,22.58 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Indian Administrative Service

A pathetic administration in the world,
Failed in all areas,
All are gained from migration
All are gained from the expatriate life.

Still, they enjoy entire perks and allowances,
Failed to provide good laws,
Failed to work on truth,
Failed to motivate millions and millions of youth.

Still, they are termed as administrators,
I feel pity for them, I feel pity for them,
For misusing their time for destruction,
Entire youth suffered greatly from the terrible style.

We need experts at all post,
No need for IAS,
Let artificial intelligence replace them,
Within the next five years, India must be free from IAS.

09-12-2018, 12.23 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Infinite Hope

Infinite hope,
Infinite hope,
Infinite inspiration,
Infinite inspiration,
Infinite motivation,
Infinite motivation,
May bring millions and millions,
It may be by wealth,
It may be by followers,
It may be by money,
It may be by all the mix,
The bird of joy flew in the air,
Declaring infinite hope,
Prisoners heard,
Suffered heard,
Destitutes heard,
Prostitutes heard,
Waves of dreams flew in the air,
With the magic spell of infinite hope,
With the magic spell of infinite hope,
With the magic spell of infinite inspiration,
With the magic spell of infinite inspiration,
With the magic spell of infinite motivation,
With the magic spell of infinite motivation,
To break the crooked plays of the rulers,
To break the crooked plays of admin,
To break the iron chains of prisoners,
To break the iron chains on slaves,
To spell their dreams with infinite hope.

11-12-2018, 9.42 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Inspire, Inspire

All have the pains,
All have the pains,
Some have the gains,
Some have the gains,
Let all have an inspiring mind,
Let all have a hopeful mind,
And gains over the pains,
Hope, hope, hope
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

11-12-2018, 9.52 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Inspiring

Once I saw a man of inspiring speech,
He was an inborn orator,
Delivering ocean of positive words,
With powerful speech and action,
I saw twinkling stars on all drop out fellows,
I didn't get a daytime for my freelance work,
I showed him the card of the press,
International freelance card-
His words were shocking,
"Tomorrow, the final hearing on my divorce;"
"I am an inborn orator, she is an inborn critic,
Our career target is different,
We jointly plan for divorce,
Evening time will be free,
I can have a meet with you;"
His story was inspiring,
His words inspire my ears,
I like to repeat his words,
"Inspire, inspire, inspire;"

6-12-2018, 21.55 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Intransigent

I shared my views with a person,
He failed to share his views,
I waited for many hours
I waited for many days,
I waited for many months,
Lastly, I got the answer,
He is an intransigent person.

07-12-2018, 10.42 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Is It Right? . Is It Logic?

I was seeingshocking incident in a Channel,
It was in an Animal Planet, showing wild in the wilderness,
It was near the untapped beauty spot inthe wild life,
A water stream was there,expressing the -
Murmuring sound of nature to show its life and energy,
Anice, calm and lovely deercame near to the stream,
Deeply into the stream to over its burning thrust,
Aferocious lion calmly moved and jumped over the lovely one,
With an instant move, the nice one saved the life for a moment,
The hungry lion followed the calm of the world,
That quickly ran away from the mighty power,
The hidden camera captured every bits of the moments,
Beating moments, heart beating moments,
What would happen in next time, it was not a film,
Crafted by the writer to save the life of justice,
After mixing with lots ofHitchcock's move,
My heart beat was on high pitch,
I can hear my heart beat,
What would happen? What would happen?
One could see, heart beat in its ears, in its eyes, in its face,
The lovely, calmly, poorlife trembled with fear,
The beat of the heart could see in its lovely legs too.
Then a nice branch near the safe place broken down and
Fell near the trembling one,
That lovely one again ran way at rocket speed to find a safe place.
All are mere for a life breath, to keep the same till its span.
I have a question, Is it logic? , Is it fine?
A nice one attacking by a Hitler in the forest,
Even if for the hunger, Is it right?
Is there lack logic in creation? ,
Still, the flaw ofcreation from the timeless time,
Show its wild in the wilderness with a shocking for all,
Science can solve the same, science will solve the same,
There is prophecy in the Holy Bible,
Both will live in one hut, eating the greenparts and wild grass,
In the wild, in the wildness, science can do wonders,
To solve the unsolved nature of craving for meat and life of coolly one.

22/11/2018,10.24, Kadammanitta.
Nash Thomas
Jesus Vs

Brainy words are logical,
Brainy words are rational,
Hearty words are touching,
Hearty words, always patting.

Brainy words are controlling,
Fearing always deviations,
Hearty words are loving,
Thinking always oneness.

Controlling nice for the worldly,
Patting, nice for the godly,
Feeling lots of difference,
Difference between Jesus and St. Paul

Churches always like,
They always like controlling,
Jesus taught love and peace,
taught Rules and austerity.

Rules and controlling go hand in hand,
Love and caring go hand in hand,
Think deeply in your inner mind,
Your inner mind will teach you the truth

How all these things are happening in the world,
You will find that only for wealth,
Creating wealth for the benefit of a few.
A few like to decide your destiny,
Destiny for their benefit,
You will learn rightly,
You will gain freedom,
Freedom as Jesus spoke.

Nash Thomas
Jesus Vs - Love Vs Law

Jesus, a man of patience,
Still, watching patiently,
I admire, godly patience,
Patience to see,
What his self-declared,
Followers do,
We all, see Christian admin,
Brainy child of St. Paul,
Jesus teaches love and ease,
But, teaches rules,
Jesus teaching is beyond the rule,
Focusing kindness rather than law,
I am still wondering,
In the name of Jesus,
How it happens,
Going with the Rules,
breaks its charm,
Cluttered with regulations,
A man of love and ease,
Altered into rules & protocols,
That leads many attacks,
That leads many wars,
That leads many priests,
Many Hitler like priests.
Still, he is suffering,
From the declared saint.

Nash Thomas
Jio

Jio is so brilliant,
Jio is so cute.
Jio is so nice,
Jio is not my lover,
Jio is not my child,
Jio is not my friend,
Jio is purely a device,
Just In Offering dreams,
Just Instant on its hiring.

Nash Thomas
Kiss Of Love

Kiss of love a nice move,
To express love frankly,
When the loving pairs enjoy the moments,
When the outsiders shouted as 'vulgar, vulgar'
When the lovers see the dove,
When the lovers see the parrots,
They get the idea of the kiss of love,
Nature has its own style of love,
Preaching and teaching, the greatest blunders in life,
Let the public live in free thinking,
Express them in a freestyle,
A world without politics,
A world without any religion,
A nice world of freedom,
Every genuine searching for the same,
Let the youth find a new world,
A world without any religion and politics,
To know the style of love and care,
Let they disown all culture,
Let they disown all practices,
Let them find a path of nature,
Never like the crooked life of a saint.

What is vulgar, let the time determine,
It's a land of liberty,
No need to fear your expression,
All are vulgar in heart,
Some are vulgar in expression,
All saints are actors,
Great actors to hide inner feeling,
To showcase them as different,
In fact, all are vulgar at heart too.

Westerns are more in open mode,
Easterns are more in crooked play,
Westerns style are more perfect,
Westerns legal system are more caring,
Easterns need to learn many from them,
Even how to do kiss of love legally.

08-12-2018,13.21 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Land Of Abundances- Lack Of Creativity -Ias Admin

Ours is a land of abundances,
But, lack creativity in admin,
From the grassroots to the top level,
Only due to erratic UPSC selection,
IAS admin, a terrible admin,
Terrible in every area,
Terrible, terrible so terrible,
Failure, failure, failure,
Lack of senses,
Lack of wisdom,
Lack of creativities,
Lack of love,
Lack of oneness,
Lack of ideas,
The total sum is IAS admin in India,
I will expose all such shortcomings,
Through films, dramas, poems, songs,
Every form of art for hiring experts at all level,
And to put an end to the pathetic admin in our country
And to put an end to the pathetic IAS admin in our country
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
16-12-2018,20.10, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Language And A Puppy.

Language is like a nice puppy,
If feeds were given daily,
That will care you daily,
That will care you,
That will protect you,
Let all of us feed the same,
To get lovely jump over us-
On a fine moment with kiss of love.

Nash Thomas
Language Lab

A must be a reality in the world,
To make a global tongue,
Globally at an ease,
We have short coming-
As we are yet to get,
Yet to get proper training,
Training mode to solve all issues,
Issues for ever and ever.
To make everyone a native speaker,
Native speaker of hundreds,
By learning the Sanskrit as mother tongue,
English as Global tongue,
Sanskrit makes it easy all Indian versions,
It makes Hindi easy,
It makes Urdu easy,
Urdu makes Arabic easy,
Sanskrit makes Russian easy,
It makes more than twenty seven languages easy,
Both will makes Spanish easy,
English and Sanskrit may break the world,
More than hundreds of languages becomes,
Easy just through Mother lab technologies,
To provide a common lab,
To share views in common at an ease.


Nash Thomas
Last Supper Of A Poet

In a dream,
I saw a poet,
His life was full of tragedies,
He was lonely,
He was silent too,
On the verge of death,
He was taken to hospitals,
News flashed in social media,
He saw thousands and thousands,
Reciting his poems with perfect voices,
In the hospital too, he heard his poems,
Nurses and doctors sung his poems,
Patients and visitors joined the team,
"Let me die, let me die,
Throughout the miseries, I found the light,
Light on the last day of breath,
I see my breath everywhere in the universe,
I see hits and supports in the breath,
I am in paradise now,
That no one enjoys in this earth,
The time to pass the breath has come,
Let me die, let me die,
He enjoyed the last moment in life,
And his face blessed with joy,
Joy of his verse and his way of life,
Joy of acceptance on earth,
Even at the last moment on earth,
His eyes were twinkled,
Only at the last moment of life on earth.

3-12-2018,20.49, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Lazy To Sporty

We all are lazy,
We need not be crazy,
We need to find a source,
With courses to find a source.

With hopes and inspirations,
With the attitudes of perspirations,
Lazy can become a sporty,
Lazy can become a smarty.

20-12-2018,12.39 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Legal System In Our Native Land

We will make laws,
You will follow laws,
We will break laws,
You lack immunities,
We have immunities,
You must obey laws,
We will disobey laws,
By breaking laws as our wish,
That is the tragic system,
The tragic legal system in our land.

07-12-2018,23.13 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Lessons

When I wrote a naked truth,
My mind told me not to tell the truth,
That gave me a lesson in life,
Practice is practice,
Preaching is preaching,
Each has its role,
Never try to mix the two,
Practice is like petrol and-
Preaching is like milk,
Mixing of both, a stupid action,
Makes both in no use state,
Preachers can't practice,
Practitioners can't preach,
The reality in nature is complex,
No one can find a solution for the same.

08-12-2018,14.51 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Let Us C

It's the book,
A well-known book,
Best Seller book,
Comfort with C,
To handle other tools,
To handle other technologies,
It's the book by Yashavant Kanetkar,
The simplest book,
To master programming,
To gain confidence in network and
Internet programming.

13-12-2018, 23.33 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Life

The life of politics is war,
The life of religion is the fight,
The life of cinema is lust,
But all are like to preach love,
To maintain their crown all the time.

08-12-2018, 13.38 PM, Kadamanitta.

Nash Thomas
Life For Fantasy.

All are in sadness a reality,
All are in glad a fantasy,
We all look for a fantasy,
To escape from the unkind fate.

Look at the birds,
Look at the flowers,
Look at the lotus and lilies,
They enjoy the life lacking the mind.

Animals have a mind,
Like human, to express unkind nature,
That will lead to unrest,
That will kill the fantasy.

Let all of us see a dreamy world,
Purely out of fantasy,
To enjoy the joy of life,
With music, dance, wine and others.

29/11/2018,19.56 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Life Of A Critic

The life of a critic may be tricky,
He may make critics at an ease,
But, his life may be full of pains,
His nature may be due to lessons in life,
Hard lessons in life,
He can be a motivator,
He can be orator,
He can be a executor,
But, his life lessons may block,
Here, Can you tell the role player?
Who plays role as destiny breaker or favor?
He, his words or his fate?
Fate may rule over other two,
Just to kill many creative talents in his life.

24/11/2018,13.49 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Life's Journey

When we are out of money,
We may think, money is fine,
When we have full of money,
We may think love is fine,
When we get full of love,
We may think, power is fine,
When we have power,
We may think, respect is fine,
When we get public respect,
We may think free from critics is fine,
When we are free from critics,
We may think free bird is fine,
At that time, on seeing cool butterflies,
Dancing in the nature,
Enjoying the lovely flowers and sunny days,
We may think dancing states is fine,
As they live in nature,
Without any vested law,
With the inbuilt law in its mind,
We may think, free state is fine,
We all are thinking something is fine,
Unattainable state is fine,
Within a span of one twenty years,
We may set many mental setting,
Just to pacify the mind for a moment,
Wandering mind for something else,
To attain a lasting joy.
All are mere mental settings,
Before the joining of last breath,
To the cosmic content,
A moment where all will be gone,
Gone for ever with a finite state,
From the infinite thinking,
We all are part of that,
Still, we seek for something else,
For next moment of happiness.
Till, the moment of memory,
Our way of life become a memory for others.
Lightning

Sudden, quick and shocking,
Suddenly appears in the sky,
Where have you been all these days?
How to show your vengeance?

Are you a matter of light?
To show the power of light,
Are you want to protect somebody,
Are you an agent of God to protect his right?

You can be a powerless form,
You can be a powerful form,
You can damage anything on earth,
From where did you get such a vengeance?

Are you a neighbor of earth,
Are you a lender for earth,
Your actions are sudden and terrible,
You create a fear on light for all.

23/11/2018,18.54PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Looting- Looting

I see six types of looting,
To kill the plans of common man,
Looting education systems,
Looting medical systems,
Looting legal systems,
Looting administrative systems,
Looting political systems and
Looting religious systems,
Many gained purely on looting,
Legally permitted looting,
Common man suffering from these looting,
Looting with a legal backing.
Looting with a global backing.

Nash Thomas
Lost Sheep

I am searching for my lost sheep,
I am in charge for a herd,
I am a good shepherd,
To keep ninety nine in safe place,
Searching for the one, only one,
Praying to hear the cry for the help,
On getting a helpless cry from the inner bushes,
Joy of finding will make me dance,
And to take the little one near to my heart,
To carry the nice one to my flock.

23/11/2018 17.51PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala, India

Nash Thomas
Lost Words

We may get free flow of words,
Without any thought,
We need to note it at once,
If not, that will be lost words,
Like a lost dream, only pain will remain.

21-12-2018, 22.37 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Love

For a man, without wealth,
Love is really a pain,
For a man with wealth,
Love is really a joy,
If your love is in painful state,
Wealth may be the factor,
Otherwise your words,
That is certain.

22-11-2018,12.46 PM

Nash Thomas
Love And Sex

Love and sex,
All religious teachings are false,
All creatures know the same,
All enjoy the same,
Only human know the same-
Through religions,
That created entire troubles,
That created entire confusions,
That makes natural, unnatural,
Through its culprit teachings,
See the loving birds,
See the loving pair of parrot,
See the loving pair of a dove,
You will get the wisdom,
BeLillies in the garden,
Be natural in all tastes,
Say goodbye to all other teachings,
You will get natural wisdom.

13-12-2018, 22.32 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Love Poems

I will write poems,  
Poems in every genre,  
Romantic and love,  
Birth and death,  
Joy and sorrow,  
Fortune and misfortune,  
Work and lazy,  
Good and evil,  
Art and science,  
I will write poems,  
To fill my needs of the time,  
To catch my poems,  
To recite the same,  
In every situation,  
By simple means,  
With simple words,  
With great meanings.

02-12-2018, 1.04 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Love Song

I want to see you again and again,
I don't know the reason,
But I know only one thing,
I want to see you again and again.

02/12/2018, 00.28 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Love Song -3

In the Month of December,
I will recall you,
In the time of cool days,
I will recall you,
When the sky is full of stars,
The Moon is caring like a mother,
I will recall you,
Your voice is beyond the Stars,
Your voice is beyond the Moon,
I see shining stars in your wish,
I see thousands and thousands of moons,
Appear just to chill with your cool hands,
And share something secret to me.

02-12-2018,00.57, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Love Song-2

When I recall you,
I gain something,
When I chat with you,
I see the art of your dreams,
When you call me,
I rejoice with joy,
For nothing but love.
An expression to express,
An attachment to attach,
You are my love,
To express the love,
To share the love,
To care for the love,
Where are you?
I am waiting for you.

02-12-2018, 00.40 AM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Love Song-3

Where are you, my darling,
I am in search for you,
Where are you, darling?
Why are you not in the facebook,
Why are you not in social media,
Do you have a fake ID,
Are you a member with a fake ID,
I don't know,
I am still in search for you,
Where are you?
I am a Solomon,
I will write Songs of Song for you,
I want to see you to fill the gap,
I want to see you to finish the poems,
To write fresh Songs of Song for you.

02-12-2018, 00.49, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Love Song-5

When I am lonely,
I like to call you,
When I am in distress,
I like to call you,
When I am in pain,
I like to call you,
When I am in happy,
I like to call you,
When you are far,
I like to call you,
When you are in mute,
I like to call you,
When you are against me,
I like to keep you,
I love you so much,
I want to retain you,
And show my love,
With real passion and care,
To take care you in future,
And gain you at an ease,
Only to gain you at an ease.

02-12-2018,1.13 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Lovely Birds

When I was gloomy,
Failed to do anything,
My head was falling,
My mind was suffering,
I couldn't know what I had to do,
Then a very tiny bird,
Flew to near my area,
Looked at my face,
With a curious look,
I wondered,
She flew to and fro,
With a nice sound,
like a play of a piano,
When another bird joint with her,
Both flew to near and far to me,
I looked through the window,
I wondered to see a nice cage,
Patted by the cool breeze,
They came to share their joy,
With a majestic voice,
With a lovely move,
To take a shot,
To show the public,
To show the lovely movements,
Playing like free kids
On seeing a nice ground,
Without the reach of parents.
A little bird can change our thought,
A little bird can bring lovely moments,
But our noted trained admin, always failed in that.
Oh, little birds, you are so great,
You will bring cheer in the public life,
Come, come, train our trained servants,
Who are to yet to know-
The trick of solving issues.

Nash Thomas
Marginal Costing

Marginal Costing, a nice method,
To take make or buy decision,
To plan for capacity addition,
To plan for capacity reduction,
To plan for replacement,
To plan for all capital budgeting decisions,
It is a quick tool,
It is a thumb rule,
To fix major critical matters,
To run the business in a smooth way.

Nash Thomas
Miracles And Miseries

The play of miracles may bring dream in our life,
The play of miseries may bring grief in our life,
The dream may bring new life,
The grief may kill the present life,
Let the writers craft for miracles to dream, dream, and dream.

10-12-2018, 17.09, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Modern Lexicon

We need a modern lexicon,
Lexicon for hope,
Lexicon for love,
Lexicon for joy,
Lexicon for happiness,
Lexicon for revival,
Let greater reformation may happen,
In the treasures of words,
To transform a null set to a full set,
To bring charming style everywhere.

11-12-2018,10.03 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Moment

Sometime, we are in a mood,
To pen 'n' number of poems,
Within short period of two hours,
Sometime, we are not in a mood,
To pen a poem in two years,
It will be a reality for all,
The reason for the same is yet to known.


Nash Thomas
Money Making- Internet

There are many ways for themoney making,
Simple, easy, quick, hourly pay without any efforts,
All are mere cheating, without any validity at all.
Now, the time has come, the time has come,
To hire retired hands in various fields,
Drawing huge pension and small pension,
To provide goodness for the society,
By providing vetted content for the next generation,
To free the new generation from many trials in life,
And to share wisdom gained through many trials in life,
To verify the content of the net and to provide,
Digital certification from a team of players,
To ensure at least ten percentage truth in the statements.

30/11/2018,00.20 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Motivational Dictionary

We need to formulate a unique lexicon,
A lexicon to release laziness,
To get words of powers,
To get words of motivations,
To get words for energetics,
To get words of dreams,
To get words of positive thoughts,
To get charming talks,
To motivate million and millions,
And to inspire millions and millions
Through the magic hands of inspiring words.

09-12-2018,10.21 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Motivational Poem

You are unique,
Your thoughts are wise,
You are Solomon in words,
You are Wordsworth in delivering,
You have majestic plans,
You have noble ideas,
You can remold the world,
Only through nice plans and ideas,
Your value will be more than platinum,
Your effort is beyond the mining of gold,
One day, the light will show you,
The light will showcase you,
Your name will mark in the golden plate,
It will be crowned with precious stones.
Days will come within no time,
To bring unexpected luck in every area,
To see the dancing mind with joy and happiness.
We are here to see the nice moments-,
Nice moments of everlasting joy.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

06-12-2018, 21.21 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
And

Mr. Doubt married Mrs. Doubt,
Started daily stunt and fight,
doubted,
doubted,
Married, only for stunt and fight,
Separated, due to evil deeds.

Nash Thomas
Mr. Maths took the charge of a class,  
He did a screen test then,  
Majority got ten out of ten,  
Some got nine out of ten,  
But, got only nine without a tail,  
We had nine and nine without a tail,  
Through maths we second Darwin,  
Mr. Maths finished with a statement,  
That statement miffed,  
He called to his office,  
Asked him to come with his dinner box,  
That day his mom made a nice dish,  
He was eager to taste the same at noon,  
On fearing, he took the nice side dish,  
Keeping the remaining as such,  
Brought his round dinner box to his master,  
With passion and caring, greeted him,  
He placed his big round dinner box on the table,  
He supplied a tape to measure both the boxes,  
Learned how to measure by his support,  
Measured the value of distance around the mouth of vessel,  
Directed to note down the value,  
He showed how to measure the radius,  
Mr. Zero noted both the radius-  
A line joining the outer path to the center,  
And divided with the measure of boxes,  
The division had done at the double of the radius,  
He amazed on seeing the result,  
Both got the same result of 3 plus,  
His amazing increased still with different size of boxes,  
How did it happen,  
Both have different size and area,  
But same result, he looked with curiosity,  
And asked why it was so? Was it magic?,  
It was the value of style,  
It was due to circle shape,  
You had seen it as a circle,  
There was a value for the same,  
The Value was in the style,
That Value is called pi,
Accurate value for the same is 3.14,
Mr. Zero with curiosity and passion,
Done many experiments on his own,
He became the hero of the class and the school,
A circle changed his destiny,
A circle created a passion and love for maths,
Love and passion for learning,
Learning Maths with curiosity,
became a .

Nash Thomas
My Dream

To free India from erratic admin,
To free India from IAS admin,
Only one dream in life,
Only one dream in life,
To free India from IAS,
From Top to bottom,
By hiring experts,
Pure experts,
Never by clerks,
Never by glorified clerks,
To put an end to all cheating schemes,
To put an end all ill-drafted laws,
To put an end to all ill-minded rules,
Let us join together and free India,
Free India from such erratic and lunatic style,
Cheating millions by ill-drafted social laws,
Cheating millions by ill-drafted social security schemes,
Only one dream in my life,
Free India from such looting style,
Free India from IAS admin forever.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16-12-2018,20.22 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
My Dream On Dance

In my mind,
I have a dream,
To compose a dance,
To express joy and
To immerse into the air,
This will be a mix of-
Classical and modern,
Fumes will dance in the air,
Light will dance in the air,
With a majestic sound of violin,
After the curious moments of three minutes,
A slim lady of beauty will appear,
She will amaze you with her charming beauty,
She will amaze you with her magic hands,
In my mind, I am composing a tune,
To mix music, the fumes, lights, and her move,
To make a majestic look with her magic hands,
It will a mix of classic and modern,
To make your mind a poetic one,
To make your mind and feel the joy of my dream,
The art of fusion, art of mixing, art of creativity,
And to show a new base of expression,
To make you immerse in the air like a light air stream,
And show the unseen beauty of dancing mind,
To show the coolness of mind in immersing into the air,
With the words of mind, love and passion.

02-12-2018,18.59 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
I have a vision,
Vision to remould India,
Vision to free India from IAS,
Vision to free India from failed admin,
I can provide solution for entire public issues,
Only through digital apps,
We need experts at various places,
We need to put an end to glorified clerks,
In my plan, all can live with very minimal income,
We need to source bulk fund through Charity,
Charity in national and international,
To build, house of homeless,
To provide land, for landless,
A plan of action to be done,
I need to put an end to terrible admin in India,
Only through vision-less IAS,
My plan is to free public from the chains of looting,
Education looting, medical looting, legal looting,
Three greatest are the contribution of IAS in India.
This is the need of the time to put an end,
End for the terrible administration in our country.

Nash Thomas
My Life- My Vision

I have a vision,
Vision to remould India,
Vision to free India from IAS,
Vision to free India from failed admin,
I can provide solution for entire public issues,
Only through digital apps,
We need experts at various places,
We need to put an end to glorified clerks,
In my plan, all can live with very minimal income,
We need to source bulk fund through Charity,
Charity in national and international,
To build, house of homeless,
To provide land, for landless,
A plan of action to be done,
I need to put an end to terrible admin in India,
Only through vision-less IAS,
My plan is to free public from the chains of looting,
Education looting, medical looting, legal looting,
Three greatest are the contribution of IAS in India.
This is the need of the time to put an end,
End for the terrible administration in our country.

Nash Thomas
My Target, My Talent.

I fix a target,
To write hundred poems in a day,
I will note the date and time,
Poems will be made in system,
Others can check the timing, if needed,
My target is hundred poems covering entire life,
It will cover cradle poems to death poems,
It will cover love poems, romantic poems,
To make it a masterpiece in my life,
My target is hundred,
Sometime it may cross hundreds,
If it crosses five hundred-
That will be great joy for me.
All are with the use of simple words,
Even an unlearned can learn the same.

24-11-2018,10.49 AM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Praise those who design seven days in a week,
Praise those who design twelve months in a year,
Raise your query why, this is so?
Raises your mind to see why ... why this?
You need to know now, all these to inform,
Inform the public, the secret role of celestial bodies,
Sun have role on Sunday, the moon have role on Monday,
Mars have role on Tuesday, mercury have role on Wednesday,
Jupiter have role on Thursday, Venus have role on Friday,
Saturn have role on Saturday,
The ruling makes seven days,
The ruling makes months,
Months makes year and so on,
Five planets can be seen by the naked eye,
Daily we are enjoying two lighting bodies,
All these have power on the earth,
You know the effect of sun and moon,
If the sun and moon have effects,
Rest also have effects,
But science is yet to prove the same,
But our sages make it clear to us,
All wise need to know they have a role,
A greater role in managing the earth life,
Celestial bodies are not mere for charming the sky,
All wise will know, there is something,
There is something that can provide,
If man made the satellite can do something,
How far God made the satellite can do! ! .
We need to find why there is moving moon,
Is it for capturing entire earth?
And to make a copy of events to somewhere?
Somewhere to prove our deeds on earth,
Who knows all these mysteries?
Vedas have a fine thought,
Science yet to find its real role,
How nice the cooling effect of moon,
How nice the mixed role of sun and moon,
We need to go deep and deep to know,
Deep and deep to know the secret of seven days,
And twelve months in a year,
There is turning to make simple,
Make simple all the natural facts and forces,
But, there is something many fail to realize.
If all days are same, why need a variant name? ,
If all days have same why needed a variable months? ,
All regional calendars were over,
Turning leads something lost,
Lost to new one to know the base,
But all wise will spread it to generation to generation,
There is something, the science is yet to find,
Yet to find and solve the mystic nature of the universe.

Nash Thomas
New Life Of A Critic

It's a story of a tragic life,
A mix of unmixable one in the world,
To offer a tragic chain of actions in the world,
A great critic married a lady of beauty,
Suffered through words, a daily matter,
Many helped her with nice words,
Many helped her with wise words,
Days passed like millions of years,
Painful days of grievances happened all the time,
The critic says, "You look like a ghost in cinema," "
The wife was so nice,
Unexposed great model,
With a calm voice and sweet smile,
Over many years of clashes,
The critic heard classes on motivation,
The critic heard classes on inspiration,
The critic heard classes on positive thinking,
"Darling, I have changed,
I have changed,
I had attended some classes."
The lady of beauty filled with joy,
Expressed with the voice of expression and with dance.
"You look like an angel,"
Powerful speech on love comes from her,
He continued, "let me complete, let me complete"
"You look like an angel,
with a ghost tongue and nails,"
The critical mind is a cult,
Which is an imprint in the mind,
Thinking is to sharpening that area,
The life of critic with a lovely one,
Really a plan of fate to showcase,
Master-slave love pattern to the public,
And to offer the greatest tragedy for the beauty queen.

New Year Resolution

I have to take a new year resolution,
To budget on the first day,
To break on the next day,
To forget on later days,
I have to take a new year resolution,
To follow the path of winners,
To win like others at an ease,
Yet to find the resolution,
To resolve the critical date,
To achieve the target with time,
To check outcome to fix issues,
All are my dreams, failed for the last four decades,
But, still have a dream, next time it may succeed.

06-12-2018, 14.12, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Nostalgia

I see a cup of coffee,
Placed on the table,
Having a nice smell,
Steams are flowing,
Seducing the air,
Makes a wonderful effect,
Feeling the raining outside,
I move towards the window,
Curtains are slowing moving,
Like a tender flower in the cool breeze,
Feeling the coolness outside,
Take a sip.....
Then I see, a paper boat,
Float over the streams of water,
I see nice children,
Enjoying the movement of their Ship,
Feel some nostalgia.
A nostalgic effect.........
Their joyful sounds filled in the air,
We lost such joy by the passage of time,
But seeing their ship, a nostalgic effect,
Makes me join with them for a moment.

Nash Thomas
30.05.2016

Nash Thomas
Occult Matters

India is a land of Occult matters,
Nicely written occult knowledge,
By many Sages and Saints,
From the timeless time,
Only a few had the idea,
Astro, Palmistry,
Hora, Astro numerical analysis,
Lagna analysis, Gochara analysis,
Bhava analysis, Naadi analysis,
Thumb analysis,
Breath analysis, pulse analysis,
'N' number of systems to master,
The untold secret of cosmic energy in life.

19-12-2018, 23.55 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Offering To Beloved Poets

Shelley, Keats
Wordsworth and Blake,
Make you a man of words,
Free flow of loving words,
With an ease within no time.

11-12-2018, 19.01 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
On The Spot

With a very limited vocabulary,
I try to deliver more than hundreds of poems,
Within days, on spot delivery mode,
Now, it is the time of spot delivery,
No one has any time to wait,
Wait for any product or service,
Now poems can be made on the spot,
On any topic, below the Sun,
Maximum time may take at ten minutes,
To deliver a poem of ten lines,
Thanks for the PoemHunter site,
To train many to deliver poems on the spot,
Over the many years of dedicated team,
By providing the nice platform on the net,
On the spot admission and
On the spot joy for the creator,
By making poem on the spot.

30/11/2018, 0.48 manitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Only God Knows

Sometimes, your opponents may do a great favor,
Sometimes, your supporters may do a great harm,
Sometimes, your friends may turn into great enemy,
Only God knows who will be our friend and enemy,
A friend may turn into an enemy,
An enemy may turn into a great friend,
Only God knows who will support you,
Only God knows who will care you,
Only God knows who will ignite you,
Only God knows who will motivate you,
All are dynamic in nature,
All are like mere political plays,
Just to satisfy the need of the mind of a moment,
To take impulsive decision or informed decision in life.

02-12-2018,17.56 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Osho

Osho, a man of courage,
To declare the foolish play of admin,
To declare the foolish play of religion,
To declare the foolish play of politics,
All are meant for making mere slaves,
To keep the vested law as sacred,
Only Osho can express them in an open way,
And make his dream in reality within his time.

08-12-2018, 13.31 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Pain Of Injustice

The pain of injustice, a severe pain,
That may hurt once's mind forever,
If a man of justice can see-
The untold tears of pain,
That man will be a man of wisdom.
We need Solomon to find the truth,
To catch the inborn culprit,
To showcase the guilty before the law,
Tears may come from the guilty,
Just to get a favor,
To distort the case for crooked play,
The writing of statement of facts-
By the suffered is another pain,
To prove a pain is the tragic-,
Solution to our legal system,
We all suffer only due erratic-,
System of IAS in our free State.
We may pen for justice in our admin,
And free from the ego-centered,
Anti-national, and waste system,
To bring public goodness forever.

06-12-2018, 3.57 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Words from ignorance,
Words from vengeance,
Words from the ill mind,
Words from ill admin,
All will be painful,
That may bring many painful days,
Even half-century may shorten for a moment,
The pain of ill admin is like an atom bomb,
Many suffered greatly, Many died
Died without realizing the dreams,
Painful days, painful days,
Purely from the painful words,
Purely from the ill mind,
Foul mind like a Cain in admin,
Blood of Abel may bleed,
Blood of Abel may cry,
Then Herod may come,
Blood of innocence may bleed,
Mothers may cry,
Then Caiaphas may come,
With the mighty power,
With the play of Judas,
Hugs and Kisses, no value,
Blood of genuine may cry for help,
What a pathetic logic,
What is the role of God for justice?
Is there any God? Is He in the mute stage?
Is He in sleeping?
Still, the questions are unsolved,
We have only painful days,
We have only painful days,
From the painful words of vengeance.
Where are you? Where are you?

12-12-2018, 21.47 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Painful Words

Some are master in painful words,
May be out of actual life,
Bitter life of childhood,
Merciless life of childhood,
Can we change the word power?,
Can we make them a man of Justice?,
Can we make them a man of Equality?,
Can we make them a man of Unity?,
Can we make them a man of liberty?,
We can just try, for a just try to nullify,
Fifty plus years of myopic vision.


Nash Thomas
Palmistry

Palmistry is an art,
Palmistry is a science,
Many secrets can be revealed,
It will be must for the entire Police force,
It will be must for the entire Judges,
To find the fake and find the justice,
To quickly grasp many untold things,
Untold things in an amazing manner.

19-12-2018, 23.48 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Palmistry - Mounts -I

High mounts, high energy,
Wide mount, wide potential,
Eight mounts will tell your destiny,
Four mounts under four fingers,
Four mounts under different areas in the palm.

Four mounts under four fingers,
Jupiter, Saturn, Appollo, and Mercury,
Four mounts under different areas in the palm.
Venus, Luna, two mars mounts

For all poets, Lunar mount will be high,
For poets of love, Venus mount will be high,
For poets of pride, Jupiter mount will be high,
For poets of wisdom, Jupiter mount will have Solomon ring.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -


Nash Thomas
Palmistry- The Mount Of Apollo

Look at the mount under the third finger,
Look at the mount next to the Saturn finger,
You can see a line below the mount-
For the successful person and -
For the successful artist, the line is a must,
If the finger is sanding to Saturn finger,
With a Sunline below the finger,
He likes to write stories, poems,
He likes solitude for writing,
He doesn't like the public show,
Look at the hands of artists-
And to gain the secrets in life.

19-12-2018,22.30 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Palmistry -The Mount Of Jupiter-

Look at the mount under the first finger,
Look at the mount under the index finger,
You will get an idea on leadership traits,
Wide and good, a sign of a natural leader,
Check the Solomon Ring there,
A man of wisdom,
A man of occult knowledge -
Can be seen from the Solomon Ring.
To be noted a prime matter,
Very high mount of Jupiter is not good,
He will a proud man, the public may reject him

19-12-2018, 23.03 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Palmistry - The Mount Of Mercury

Look at the mount under the fourth finger,
Look at the mount next to the Apollo finger,
It's a little finger,
Lines under mercury mount shows medical profession,
Children's line, divorce matters etc can found there,
A single line shows oratory talent,
Creative talent, potential, business sense etc
Can be sensed from the mount-
With the combined reading of Venus and Luna mounts.

19-12-2018, 23.31 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Palmistry - The Mount Of Saturn

Look at the mount under the second finger,
Look at the mount next to the index finger,
You can find the frequency of prayer,
You can see the obstacles in life,
From the line in the Saturn mount,
For a monk, well developed Saturn is a must,
For a scientist, developed Saturn -
Make him love solitude in life.

19-12-2018, 10.45 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Palmistry - The Mount Of Venus

Look at the large mount near the base of the thumb,
Covered by life line like an outer covering line,
It is the mount of love,
It is the mount of sexuality,
It is the mount of vital energy,
It is the mount of life energy,
It is the mount of affection,
Find your lover with a good Venus mount,
Find your partner with a good Venus mount.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

19-12-2018, 23.42 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Passion

I see a man,
A man of silence,
A man of passion,
A passion to do his duty,
Do his duty calmly,
He owns a workshop,
A car workshop,
In the heart of the city,
To do his duty calmly,
I see old and damaged cars,
His creative hands make them stars,
He is under charging his work,
His thinking may be yogic one,
He gets passion from the work,
He is doing his job as like a hobby,
Really, his work is nice,
Very nice to see,
He earns only daily means,
Can't think to earn anything more,
More to keep his shop nicely,
He can regain lost soul,
Lost soul of beauty,
By his silent work.
He is over sixty,
But he is so thirsty,
Thirsty to do his duty,
Do his duty calmly,
I really admire him,
I like to thank God to see such man,
In the midst of morbid business practices,
I like to take a short film on seeing him,
I think you like to see how he do wonders,
If you like, please vote me,
I like to show his wonders to the rest,
To reward him properly,
For his passion for Work,
And his passion for duty,
He is really a Karma Yogi,
Neglected by benefiting one,
As he is serving the riches,
They will try to make use him,
By nice words and nice smile,
He needs to reward more than that-
He is a man of silence,
He does his duty in silence.

Nash Thomas
Pathetic Administration

I am the Supreme Court,
I am the High Courts,
I am the lower courts,
I will make laws,
I will make rules,
I will enforce the same,
I will break the same,
Who has the power to question me?
I will trash the man of justice into pieces,
I will enjoy my power,
I will enjoy my authority,
I will skip my duties,
I am the man of Supreme,
I will not allow others to correct me,
I am perfect and you are insane.
I will put you in jail,
I am in power, you are out of power,
I am the Supreme Court,
I am the High Courts,
I am the lower courts,
I will do my wish,
I will smash your wish,
I will trash your aim,
I am the supreme,
You are only my slave,
Just to lick my feet,
Just to bear thorns for me,
As I am the lord,
You are like a beggar in my mind.

6-12-2018,02.07 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
I feel pity,
Pity, so much pity,
A failure IT admin,
Failed to bring any light,
Can't even develop a simple key,
To type Malayalam at an ease,
It is so simple, so simple,
Even one month itself is enough,
But still, we can't any solution,
I feel, pity, so much pity,
We never need speech,
We never need lighting of traditional lamps,
We need a simple app for typing,
Automatic typing through AI,
Support me, I can do wonders,
It is just like the play of infant child,
But still, IT secretary can't do anything,
Shame, shame, shame,
What a pity admin! , What a pity admin! .
Give me funds, I will give the product,
Give me funds, I will give the product,
Within just one month,
You failed to give for the last two decades,
Pity admin, pity admin,
Shame, shame, shame.

16-12-2018,9.12 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Paul In Love, Fall In Love- Tongue Twist

Paul in love,
Fall in love,
Paul in love,
Faul in love,
Paul in love,
Fault in love,
Paul in love,
Fool in love.

12-12-2018, 23.13 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Periodic Table- Preface.

This is the first one out of hundred,
To provide a poetic version on chemistry,
We may start from the periodic table,
Periodic Table a nice table,
Arranged by a chemist of music talent,
To show elements under norms,
To express the characters,
Like us traits are different,
Tastes are different,
Strengths are different,
In order to show a nice picture,
Finding a middle path is the solution,
Mendeleef's provided the path,
Most of us failed to learn the same,
The base of chemistry,
Due to faulty teaching and aimless education,
We need to put an end the same,
Let our action bring goodness,
For the next generation.

02-12-2018,7.43, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Persecution

In a dream, I saw a man was persecuted,
Mercilessly persecuted,
By charging of many crimes,
Just to get promotion for an officer,
A corrupt police officer,
He was a man of words,
Running like a flow of streams,
On the day of hanging,
A member of public asked for a poem,
He wrote,
"I am active"
"I am active"
"I am mortal"
"I am mortal"
"But my script will live"
"Live for centuries"
"Let the hang-
Make it a charm-
To live for ever-
In the minds of millions-
By chanting nice words,
By chanting nice memories"
He tried to smile,
But tears came,
That pass through the beard,
Drops were fallen to earth
That sport became a memory,
Rulers were thrown way,
The spot of last tears -
Became the greatest tourist spot.

23/11/2018, 8.13 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala, India

Nash Thomas
Physical Chemistry

Can we split matter and energy?
Can we split matter and energy?
We will find truth only when we find the source code,
The exact time of its transformation,
We are yet to find the same,
One day we will learn the same,
On that day, we can extend our life,
On that day, we can shorten our life,
Science can do wonders in the future,
To suck the core and send it to the cosmic,
Without any pain, within seconds of time,
To relieve pain in life forever,
This will be a play of matter and energy,
To read the energy in the body,
To develop the energy in the body,
To transform matter into energy within seconds,
Like fumes of atomic content,
Can any matter live without energy?
Both are the loving pair,
Like a loving pair of birds,
To enjoy life for a moment,
Without retaining its imprint in nature,
We are yet to find the core content,
The core element in every matter,
The core element in every energy,
The core will be the same,
The core will be a radioactive type,
Until it reaches its prime source,
We are just a matter,
With the radioactive minds,
We have Uranium mind,
We have Radium mind,
We have Thorium mind,
We have mind beyond these,
That may vary within milliseconds of time,
The physical chemistry ends with the source code,
The universal constant factor,
An undividable core factor,
Find its nest only in one source code,
That will be the source of whole energy,
There the chemistry and physics joint together,
To reveal the secret of the entire birth,
To reveal the secret of the entire lifespan,
I like to call it as 'G' particle,
That is the 'G' particle in the matter,
That is the 'G' particle in the energy,
The sum of such 'G' particles shall be one.
That shall be the unity of creation.
Unbreakable and unshakable constant factor,
Present in every matter and energy in the universe.

06-12-2018, 00.55 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Place Of Stay

Place of Stay,
Must be calm,
Must be green,
Must be poetic,
To develop a poet,
And to make brilliant writings.

23/11/2018.17.36 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala

Nash Thomas
A poem may arise,
As quickly as lighting,
We may not have the ability,
Ability to capture the same,
The same in its true spirit,
We need a whole time,
Help of speedy hands,
To write it speedily,
And write it without probing,
To pen it as quickly as possible,
Otherwise, it became a lost dream,
We cannot get its trailing,
Even after taxing efforts

22/11/2018, 10.46, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Poem For The Year 2018

I had worked in a Government Company,
For more than eight years,
The pay revision was pending for ten years,
The company has been making huge profit for many years,
taxing authority alone may get more than hundred millions,
We, the young budding youth expected a good revision,
The Board had approved, most would get more than half millions,
Due to erratic administration, the Government finally approved,
The revision was negative fifty thousand! ! !
Half million turn into negative fifty thousands,
Informed the Government, no action only marking files to red-tape,
Finally went on case at Hon'High Court,
The court approved, again the erratic players at the Government level-
Went on appeal, the case is still pending,
I have some projects, all are innovative,
Capable to generate huge millions for the Government,
Informed the Government, as usual,
No action, only fake promises,
For me, 2018 year is a year of fake promises by the authorities,
To provide cheating service in the name of democracy,
Better to think about the migration to foreign countries,
Just to see the fruitful admin,
Instead of seeing futile admin for ever.
And to gain our target within the time,
And to deliver good things to the society.
We are living in a land full of erratic level players,
Creating full of nuisance value for the public forever.

03-12-2018, 0.34 PM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Poem Of A Day.

Sometimes we are free to write,
Sometimes there are blocks in writing,
Sometimes we may write romantic words,
Sometime we may write hurtful words,
Sometime we may write with love,
Sometime we may write with hate,
We have a loving mind,
We have a hating mind,
We have a hero in the mind,
We have a villain in the mind,
Sometimes we have a scriptwriter in the mind,
Sometime we have directors in the mind,
We are all multitudes of talents,
Mainly are under deep mud forever,
What we need is a real motivator,
Motivator to do many things,
By the simple magic formulae of mind,
To make millions at an ease.
Like a superstar minting many millions,
Millions of money on talents.
Let us express something,
Something great from nothing,
Through the creative plan,
In the dreamy days of joy and happy,
To recite many showing joy of our sharing.

29/11/2018.20.43, Kadammanitta, Kerala, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Poem On Chemistry-5- Hydrogen

It is univalent,
Placed at the top of the periodic table,
Placed in the first group showing-,
Similarity with alkali Metals in first group,
Similarity with halogens in the seventh group,
Dual in nature showing,
Electro-positive and electro-negative.
Learn the uniqueness of first man in the series,
To learn its solitude in nature.
Recall, duality and first position,
Affinity towards metals and halogens,
As the prime point, to address him correctly.

02-12-2018,11.22 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Poem To Learn Future Tense.

I will do
I will be doing,
I will have done,
I will have been doing,
Learn the auxiliary verbs,
Track the main verb,
Know the framework,
Substitute main verb,
In that slot, You will get,
Quick knowledge in mastering future tenses.

Nash Thomas
Poem To Learn Present Tense

I do,
I am doing,
I have done,
I have been doing,
Learn the auxiliary verbs,
Track the main verb,
Know the framework,
Substitute main verb,
In that slot, You will get,
Quick knowledge in mastering tenses.

Nash Thomas
Poem To Master Past Tense.

I did,
I was doing,
I had done,
I had been doing,
Learn the auxiliary verbs,
Track the main verb,
Know the framework,
Substitute main verb,
In that slot, You will get,
Quick knowledge in mastering Past tenses.

Nash Thomas
Poemhunter

When I was in sad state,
I just recall to see my poems,
Poems in various poetry sites,
But, there is only one site,
One site in the world as a whole,
That is ,
A friendly site,
An open platform,
When I hear my poems,
Mixed with an ad and music,
To make it charm like a movie,
I really amazed, really amazed,
Let me thank all of you, poets,
Let me thank the CEO of the site,
Let me thank the team players,
To make a creative site,
With full of positive systems,
To take of creative penning,
And to make it as a master band,
In the entire world of poetry,
Let the time will crown you,
Let the time will honor you,
Let the time will mark you,
As a man of vision,
To make vision of many,
Into a touchable one,
And to a tangible one,
With nil investment and-
Only with a mind to pen something.

Nash Thomas
Poems In The Native Tongue

Days are near,
Days are near,
The days to write poems in the native tongue,
Native tongue of common man,
To showcase their issues,
Poems in free verse,
To be recited by the public freely,
I will deliver such poems,
To recite the public in large,
To recite at an ease,
Poems in free verse,
Poems in the native tongue,
Poems of love, care, and kindness,
Poems of simple style, simple words,
To enjoy poems freely at an ease.

Nash Thomas
Poems On Chemistry

I have a nice dream,
Dream to make poems,
Hundred plus in a day,
Today is the day,
To make poems on Chemistry,
It will cover physical chemistry,
It will cover Organic chemistry,
It will cover inorganic chemistry,
It will cover analytical chemistry,
This is just to cover entire areas in life,
To show the chemistry of poems,
And to make my own periodic table,
Based on my poems,
A periodic table for poems! ! ! .

02-12-2018,7.34 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright protected.

Nash Thomas
Poems On Chemistry- 2

This is the second poem on Chemistry,
Out of hundred poems on Chemistry,
Many, many discoveries,
Many, many findings,
But the table structure remains the same,
Periods are horizontal in nature,
Groups are vertical in nature,
Seven periods like seven days in a week,
Nine groups like nine planets,
World is full of mathematical calculations,
Without the law, the world cannot exist for one day.

02-12-2018, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Poems On Chemistry -3

This is the third poem on Chemistry,
Out of hundred poems on Chemistry,
Coined by Nash from Kerala,
We are speaking about the poetic table of elements,
Developed by Mendeleef's,
Like king and queen,
Hydrogen and Helium,
Placed at the top at first period,
First period is the smallest,
Like an infant child,
Sixth period is the longest,
Like a mighty man of six feet,
Periods are horizontal types,
Groups are vertical types,
First period is the shortest one,
Call them as Hydrogen and Helium,
Second and third periods are of eight elements,
Fourth and fifth, eighteen elements,
Fourth, fifth and sixth are long periods,
Filled, by eighth group elements,
Iron, Cobalt and nickel,
Ruthenium, rhodium, Palladium,
Osmium, iridium, and platinum,
Master the position in the table,
Recall the same in picture mode,
See the table and recite the poem,
Try to get an idea on transition elements,
Rare earths makes the sixth period the longest,
Radio- active elements in the seventh period,
Just like us, incomplete in nature.
To master the base table,
Helps to know the order,
Helps to master periodic functions of atomic weights,
Specific gravity, melting point, and atomic volume,
See the table daily for mastering the same,
Keep in front of your study table,
Keep on the wall and recite daily for thirty days,
Recite weekly for next three months,
You will master at school days at an ease.
Nash Thomas
Recite the mantra as follows,
"Two, eight, eight, eighteen,
Eighteen, thirty two and
Finally, fifteen constitutes 101
A magic number to start the chemistry, "
A table of poetic version,
Arranged in rows and columns,
By a poetic man of chemistry,
To provide a quick view,
To simplify the core of chemistry.
Now you have gained the code,
A secret code to recall,
Coined by Nash from Kerala,
To recall till the age of 120.

02-12-2018, 9.16 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Hindi, the poetic tongue of the World,
But yet to brand it as a poetic tongue,
If it had been administered by the USA,
If it had been managed by the USA,
It would have been reached globally,
Globally as a tongue of expression,
Expressing nice moments in life nicely,
From the vibes of the hearts,
And to become vibes of languages.
The flow of loving emotions,
The free flow of words of hearts,
The words of Kelly, Shelly,
The words of Wordsworth and Blake,
Will dance in the air like butterflies,
Like the dance of butterflies in sunny days,
Like loving pairs of lovebirds,
All will have sweet songs,
To express the joy of inner peace,
With the mingling to the mother nature,
And to sing the song of togetherness,
And to sing the song of oneness.

14-12-2018, 11.38, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Poets And Palmistry

For all poets, Lunar mount will be high,
For poets of love, Venus mount will be high,
For poets of pride, Jupiter mount will be high,
For poets of wisdom, Jupiter mount will have Solomon ring.

19-12-2018, 21.21 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
I would like to present a set of poems,
To correct the political system,
With full of satires,
With full of solutions,
I am sure that will hit,
As it will tell thousands of options,
To make our land a wonder land.

24-11-2018,11.03 AM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Power Of Positive Thinking

Many gained from the way of thinking,
Many failed from the way of thinking,
Many coined from the way of thinking,
Many copied from the way of thinking,
Lakhs and lakhs of copies sold,
Millions and millions were read,
All need inspiring words,
To support the brainy part,
All need constant inspiring supports,
To reach the target in life.

21-12-2018, 23.36 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Preaching And Practice,

Preaching and practice,
Like synonym and antonym,
Have a relationship,
A truly opposite in nature,
Preaching, an unattainable target,
Practice, an attainable one,
With the target of unattainable one,
We attain many things, even in dreamy style,
Let the friendship last forever,
Delivering dreamy style forever.

21-12-2018,23.53 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Pricing Policy

Pricing Policy,
A master policy,
To retain the customer,
To keep the business,
To ensure smooth flow,
To secure cash flow,
Undercutting to be banned,
To ensure stability,
To ensure protection,
To ensure standard business practice,
Pricing policy is vital,
To retain the competitive edge of entities.

Nash Thomas
It was in the fine morning,
I was thinking on my poem,
Is it Right? Is it logic,
I had an idea,
Based on a scene in memory,
Poem wasn't penned.
At that time I got a Prophecy,
The time of living together,
Living together of Lion and Rabbit,
Deer and Lion, Snakes and Rats,
In a resting place sharing its place of stay,
Animals will unite, but man will fight.
But the natural enemies in the wild will be over,
But natural enemies in the world will not over,
To make it happen Isaiah, a great prophet,
Who lived in Jerusalem in 8th century BC.
The gene of genetic enemy,
Will be found by team of Scientists,
Headed by a Jew, to recall Isaiah,
It is an outcome of genetic engineering,
It will be from a Jew as head, a settled one in Japan,
It will happen on April 22,
Final on July 21, will be the publishing date.
This is a Prophecy, hence will not fail in life.
The time of penning the prophecy is on 22-11-2018,11.05 AM,
It was based on dream in the morning.

22-11-2018, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Reach

Reach is the target,
For that ad agencies are there,
To pick the prime and showcase the same,
With the words of magnetism,
To catch millions with seconds,
To catch the mind of millions,
With the words of magnetism

21-12-2018,23.13 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Reality

When we lack the practical idea,
we learn many things,
All would be forgotten shortly,
We lack on the job training,
To master techniques,
That is a great tragedy in the Government.

09-12-2018, 19.23 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Renaissance And Reformation

We can dance now,
We can have a joint music concert,
Many years of efforts,
With the willful mind and vision,
Win the life of parity over disparity,
Let the art and literature be a fusion,
Let fusion plays every area,
Let the festivals shall be global,
Throughout the year with the cultural mix,
Ban all identity traits, that will kill all creativity,
In a freestyle, in a free-thinking, tension freestyle may come,
With the dance of joy and appease.

10-12-2018,20.04, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Today, on the second December 2018,  
I wrote a love poem with an inbuilt story,  
I retained the same for magazine,  
To gain something from the poems  
On its publication, I can publish here too,  
I am also in search for poetry site offer payments too,  
That makes the system go at an ease,  
This is to publish a poetry book of hundreds poems,  
I want to release the same on getting payments,  
I will release a set of romantic poems,  
At a minimum price of five USD,  
To run my ventures and do wonders,  
To fund my projects in mind,  
To fund my novels,  
To make my dues settle in time,  
With an active partner with entire poetry sites.  
And to gain fame and popularity,  
To deliver my messages, my idea to millions,  
And become a trusted member by them forever.

02-12-2018, 2.15AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Sad Dreams And Dreamy Dreams.

A sad dream in the morning,
A dream of attack from a trusted one,
That was so alarming,
Some shots in dreams are dreadful,
Even to perish a day or more,
Without the sense of eyes,
Where we see this?
Who makes the color mixing?
Who makes the script work?
Even a common man dream the same,
How never read even a child magazine in his life,
I need to find the mighty force behind,
To crack the secret of sad dreams,
Let us join and find a solution,
And work for dreamy dreams in life,
To cover up dreadful events in life.

Nash Thomas
Saddest Song

I never like to hear sad song,
That may kill our creativity,
But once I heard a song of little child,
With running tears, with amazing melody,
Sung a song, the content is sad, so sad

"When you live in day time,
I live in night time,
When you eat fresh ice cream,
I eat waste as fresh one,
When I see you with parents,
I run way from you to hide my sorrows,
I am a boy of less than six,
Suffered more than sixty,
My parents were gone,
My godfather died in an accident,
In my solitude, I found happiness,
In my mingling, I found sorrow,
When you mingle with Cine Stars,
I mingled with Stray Dogs,
When you sleep in bed,
I sleep in drums, waste drums,
When man of mighty fails to protect,
I seek my protection from stray dogs,
When you play with doll of high values,
I play with dogs of nil value,
My life and love is different,
I can't find your peace and love,
In the cocoon stages of my life,
Deep cry may relive a pain,
Deep mourn may relive a pain in heart,
I am helpless, helpless,
When you smile, I started crying,
Crying from the deepest core of the heart,
To keep my survival by someone,
To keep my survival by someone,
It's a cry of a child with suffering,
For the reason, I don't know."
When I heard his story of misfortunes,
I suffered greatly, his words are still hunting me,
This is life of extreme reality, with cursing to full level,
The public fail to see him in the day time,
He was labelled as bad omen.
We have all systems to create negative everywhere.
But the boy find to gain his life by expressing himself-
In the night time, with a deep touching song of reality.
Just to make the life rolling, in the midst of critical timing.


Nash Thomas
Secret Code Of Admin.

"Keep the file of Italy tour in a secret mode-,
Undisclosed inner play,
Rest I will do,
Impeach those who are against my frauds,
Allow them to vacate the office,
Nothing will happen to my fellow crooked one."

Reading the code, one will find the man,
Initial letter in each line will tell the name,
Behind all the scenes, a Jolly man-
Yet to be under chained.

---

07/10/2019, 2 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Secret Code Of Admin-2

"Keep the file of Italy tour in a secret mode-,
Undisclose the inner play,
Rest I will do,
Impeach those who are against my frauds,
Allow them to vacate the office,
Nothing will happen to my fellow crooked one."

Reading the code, one will find the man,
Initial letter in each line will tell the name,
Behind all the scenes, a Jolly man-
Yet to be under chained.

He holds his cyanide at his tongue,
To kill the vision of lakhs,
With myopic outlook and crooked plays,
With coercive moves and frauds,
Will sit on the flowers of beauty,
Like a beetle to crush-
The beauty of the nature,
Sucking the core for the personal gains.
I see thousands and thousands of-
Damaged daffodils, the paralyzed dancers,
Classical dancers with the mystic fingers,
Failed to touch many,
Fate played the destiny breaker,
And in a deeply paralyzed stages,
With endless mourning, cursing the fate,
But still I have a hope,
Once again rebirth of Wordsworth will happen,
Seeking a poet to inform the masses,
The merciless crushing plans,
The plans of unholy creature,
Born from the seed of Satan,
See the fierce play of Satan seed,
Flying like a war plane,
To attain his greedy needs,
Who finds his resting place-
Making holes in wooden areas of great values,
Antique values of millions and millions-,
With lots of valuable memories,
With millions and millions of value,
Just for his safety nest,
Still, we hear the shrill voice,
Keeping the flowers a memory,
Waiting for a Wordsworth,
To pen the flowers of Jesus,
Sacramental offering of flowers,
Offering without any cross,
Yet to know the unholy angel behind the beetle,
And the logic of crushing flowers of beauty,
And unending shrill voice -
Like a Hitler on the admin.

With myopic outlook and crooked plays,
With coercive moves and frauds,
Will sit on the flowers of beauty,
Like a beetle to crush-
The beauty of the nature and-,
Sucking the core for the personal gains.

Rebirth of Wordsworth must happen,
Seeking a poet to inform the masses,
To pen the flowers of Jesus,
And to put an end to the shrill voice.

07/10/2019,3 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Separate Entity.

The separate entity, a concept of the recording business,
The common man failed to understand the same,
Drawing account, an outcome of the separate entity,
Through which merit can be tested at an ease.

08-12-2018, 15.56 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Sex And Soul- A Rhyme

I see some truth,
I see some worth,
I like to share for you,
I like to care for you,
See the laws of the soul,
See the laws of the sole,
See the flaws of the thinkings,
See the flaws of the teachings,
I am speaking about the soul,
And not to follow the sole,
I am speaking about the world,
I am speaking about God,
It's a pure mix of multitudes,
It's a pure mix of attitudes,
It's more than the latitudes,
It's more than the longitudes,
It can be known in the solitudes,
It can be changed the attitudes.
We may catch the teaching,
We may watch the teaching,
The theories are many to teach,
The worries are many for each,
Prophetic versions are there,
Poetic versions are there,
Terrible versions are there,
Horrible versions are there,
All the mix, make the life in sex, a sin,
All to fix, the life in sex, a sign,
A sign of living in the world,
A sigh of relieving the world.

12-12-2018, 10.26 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Sex And Soul- Forbidden Fruits

Sex and soul, the life of the world,
Sex and soul, the spirit of the world,
Sex and soul, tonnes of laws,
Sex and soul, tonnes of clashes,
Sex and soul, tonnes of wars,
Sex and soul, tonnes of views,
Sex and soul, tonnes of movies,
Sex and soul, tonnes of poems,
Sex and soul, tonnes of writings,
Sex and soul, life on earth,
Sex and soul, life on worth.
Sex and soul, forbidden fruits,
Adam and Eve shared the fruits.

12-12-2018,10.38 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Simple Poems

Simple poems are simple,
Simple poems are humble,
Simple poems are fine,
That makes me too in fine.

Poems can be written quickly,
It can be made suddenly,
It can be made easily,
Only thing is a regular practice.

If you want emotional poems,
Better to breath through left nose,
If you want aggressive poems,
Better to breath through right nose.

Try to learn as maximum as poetic words,
Try to learn Good News Bible,
Its words are so nice,
That will give a cooling effect too.

Increase the word power through Bible reading,
Increase the word power through Psalms reading,
Increase the word power through Song of Songs,
Increase the word power through Proverbs.

All these are shortcut to gain better chance,
All these are shortcut to gain better option,
All these are shortcut to gain better writing,
All these are better to gain better poems in one's name.

26/11/2018,22.07 PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Simulated Educational Labs

Let all of us have a creative platform,
Like a stage designed by a craftsman,
Delivering the educational contents,
All in simulated labs,
Let the youth enjoy from free knowledge,
Let the youth get benefit from taxation,
Let them remold the globe,
Let them empowered by simulated labs,
Let them empowered by animated labs,
Let us have a digital revolution,
Let us have a visual revolution,
Let all of us like butterflies,
Seeking flowers of knowledge in our life.

20-12-2018,21.20 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Solution For Educational Issues

We need to put an end
By the content development of academicians,
Most theories lack any use,
Most teaching, are outdated,
Let the creative writers do an active role,
Let them write for schools,
Let them write for colleges,
Let them involve in academic writing,
Let the same vetted by experts,
To provide creative educational solutions

02-12-2018,10.25 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Spiritual Communism

Accepting all are brothers and sisters,
How can we loot?
A learned cannot salute slavery,
A learned cannot salute brutality,
Knowing all are brothers and sisters,
Caring for others is always ourselves,
Giving democratic thought,
That leads to elected ruling,
That leads to socialistic ruling,
That leads to communistic ruling,
That leads to helpful ruling,
All these levels need to pass,
To make all humanity, a commune,
Jesus, had this vision,
Osho, had this vision,
If one view human as a commune,
Free from caste, color or creed,
Many egos will vanish in the air,
Many crimes will vanish in the air,
Spiritualistic communism, a nice state,
That helps one to attain a peak point,
That helps one to get enlightenment,
That may lead to everlasting enjoyment,
Capitalism fails to solve humanitarian issues,
Democracy fails to solve humanitarian issues,
Socialism fails to solve humanitarian issues,
Communism fails to solve humanitarian issues,
Why all philosophy fails to success,
Spreading of all is one is vital,
All politics fail to spread this vital mantra,
Vital to solve clashes for ever,
That need spiritual communism,
With a slogan of ‘Each for all and-
All for each,’
Only spiritual communism will solve such problems,
We hope we will have spiritual communism,
We will think and work in the rest of our life.
Study Of Lexicon

Mastering lexicon,
An art to be done at a very young age,
That will be a glow worm in darkness,
That will be like CFL lamps in study rooms,
Mastering lexicon,
Everyone try to follow,
To make a world with a free flow of words,
To make many creative contents at an ease.
Let all of us start the lexicon,
Even on late days for making further days brighter,
Let lexicon be a guiding factor,
Let lexicon brings simple words,
It can be in or in the book,
But use will bring positive inputs.

Nash Thomas
Stupidity In Administration.

Bureaucratic administration,
A grasshopper administration,
To chop every creative plan,
To chop every chance in life,
In the era of technologies,
Still handled by an expert in the typewriter,
We feel its foul smell in every level,
We feel its painful impact on every level,
That leads to blockage in career path,
That leads to the greatest brain-drainage,
That leads to harm to humanity,
That leads to distractions,
Really a great stupidity,
Really a great pathetic style,
Still, we are suffering from such nonsense.

06-12-2018,1.47, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Suffering.

Only suffered know the pain,
The real pain of suffering,
A writer can note it in the nice way,
A poet can note it in the nice way,
But, if the poet is affected,
If the writer is affected,
If a noted writer is affected,
If a noted poet is affected,
Who will bring the flow of tongue,
Who will manage the herd of sheep,
The sheep of words with metaphor as it wools,
To offer nice look and protect from cool days,
To bring a joyful days of life,
If a noted writer is affected,
If a noted poet is affected,
Out of bad marks from a man of guilty,
Who will work for the writer? .
Who will work for the poet? .
That is the real suffering
Real suffering for a writer and a,
Real suffering for the poet too.

28/11/2018, 12.07 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Super Mall Of Poems - A Seed For Ford Style Of Mass Production.

In the era of mall culture,
We need a super mall for poems,
It will cover entire areas,
Good and bad, romantic and erotic,
Faith and rational, static and dynamic,
One can get poems of love, hate,
Anger, passion, sacrifice, kindness,
Ego, success, failures, fame, rejection,
Joint these make a real life poem,
Like pearls in a lovely chain,
Four line poems to cover all traits,
Ten poems in each section,
May brings a thousand poems of four line poems,
Pick and combine to make a new poem,
It's a new dream,
To cover entire life aspects,
This will deal with nuns and prostitutes,
This will deal with saints and wicked,
This will cover good and evil,
That may like a masterpiece,
To offer feeds for assembling,
Like a Ford mode of assembling,
To make combinations a reality,
The wonderful reality in the Mall culture,
A mall of poems, A Super Mall of poems

06-12-2018, 19.06 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Support

The words of supports are the greatest support,
We all need all the time, the support,
If spouses know the art,
They can build a world of art,
Make the world a ground of smart,
Let all of us know the art,
To gain the life of smart.

20-12-2018, 12:52 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Target

Let all of us have a target,
Attainable or a dream,
To attain the unattainable,
With major milestones,
You may fail you may fail,
Many a time you may fail,
You will gain from failure,
That can refix the target,
From the static point to dynamic point,
To attain the unattainable,
Through constant effort,
By crossing tonnes of hurdles,
By crossing blames and discourages,
To attain the crown of success.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

20-12-2018, 12.24 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Tarot Card Reading

Tarot card reading,
A divinity tool,
To find an option,
When the mind is uncertain,
Lots of tarot card options,
To find an answer to your options,
Some are amazing, some are for fun,
I have a hobby to read tarot card,
Yes, It's fine and good to check,
You can finally experience the same.

13-12-2018, 21.57 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Teaching- Children's Poem

Once I heard,
A wild teaching,
A wild teaching to see God,
All beauties to be ignored,
All are towards hell,
Jasmines were abandoned,
Wildflowers were accepted,
To see God, and accept ugly as nice,
The beauty of the world to be ignored,
To seek the house of beauty in heaven,
Teaching, tonnes of nonsense,
Created entire issues for the whole world.
Radical rethinking can bring goodness,
To expel logic-less teaching of the world.
For them, the sweet smell of Jasmine is the sin,
It's a call of the devil to put them in trouble,
The beauty of ladies are the sin,
They like to pierce nose and ears to make them ugly,
Still, they believe they are master in truth finding,
Teaching, tonnes of non-senses,
Created entire issues for the whole world.
Radical rethinking can bring goodness.
Let the educated one try to-
Trash the ignorance of the law of nature,
By the giant foot of wisdom, logic,
Free thinking may help,
Rationalism may support,
And scientific thought may give the remedy.

06-12-2018,13.55PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Teaching Mode In India

The teaching mode is India,
Need a drastic change,
For every subject,
Western teachers are excellent,
To share the knowledge in simple mode,
But, we failed to see such in our country,
That is a highly pathetic teaching culture,
To showcase something when the students are in badly informed stage,
To showcase something when the students are uninformed stages,
What is the contribution of teachers,
I don't know, I don't know.
Failed, to give path for life,
Failed, to give light for the rest of the life,
Failed, to give any inputs in life,
I feel great pity on the education,
A baseless looting system,
Just to make money by cheating millions,
By giving many things which have no use in life.
Learn from western teachers, they are good and fine,
They are caring, motivating, loving,
Their words, supporting for the needy,
Here we fail to see such things since freedom.
Stop, all lunatic system of education,
Stop, all erratic system of teaching,
Let the creative writers play an active role,
Let the business people play an active role,
To put an end to the entire terrible system,
Created by terrible administrative system in our country,
Gandhiji and Tagore had the same vision,
But, politicians totally failed in that area.
We need to correct the same by content development,
In the creative style and put an end to terrible style.

02-12-2018, 10.06 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
Tears

When the fate is unkind,
When the fate is so cruel,
When we have to cross hurdles after hurdles,
In the midst of the heavy burden in life,
Mounted with lack of mean to support,
Failed to enjoy the world to its core,
Failed to see nice things in life,
With full of spiteful words,
With full of thrashing,
With piercing nails in the heart,
With the words of hate,
With words of Hitler,
Our passion will turn into-
Ocean of drops from eyes as tears,
Until it reaches the corners of the mouth,
With its natural saline taste to give a momentary relief,
Then to restart the same process like a destined bus route,
Till we find a destiny.......a final destiny in life.

Nash Thomas
Tension

When you are out of money,
When you are out of job,
When you are out of safety,
When you are out of mercy,
When you are out of love,
When you are out of support,
When you are out of awareness,
When you are out of knowledge,
You will be in tension,
You need to use substitutes,
With the help of good ones.

10-12-2018, 21.58 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Terrible Civil Service Administration.

I expected a good return,
Return on my hard work,
Many days of sleepless nights,
Only due to erratic decision makers,
Went through many case decisions,
To get a lead in a taxation case,
That can save more than eighteen crores,
For the PSU, where I worked,
Happened on erratic adoption of Financial Statement,
Got corrected jointly by my boss,
On assuming charge on finalization,
Finally got the order in favor,
Based on new style of presentation,
But the board, ignorant fellows,
In most of the PSUs,
Headed by IAS in India, good for nothing fellows,
Failed to know who played a vital role,
To win the case, provided clap to another head,
Who knew nil about the case,
At the promotion, a narcotic IAS fellow came,
An arrogant, narcotic, ignorant fellow,
Having more than twenty years of foul-
Admin experiences in PSUs,
Made a defamation remarks,
Purely out of ignorance in dealing files,
Purely on narcotic seduction,
Denied my promotion and curse me,
Actually, the tax issue happened during his admin,
Published accounts went on mistake,
It is the duty of Board to present,
Present true and fair view of financial statements,
I and my boss got charge in later days,
Corrected it, and got a refund of more than twelve crores,
Twelve crores deposited under court order,
Liability was more than eighteen crores,
Liability fixed on erratic assessment,
Based on erratic financial statement,
A man of narcotics and stupid IAS fellow,
Failed to know to file under his custody,
Made a highly defaming behavior,
I shocked greatly, Suffered greatly,
If the case were before a private company,
Surely, I would have get great reward,
For the timely action to save many crores,
But, due to ignorant admin,
Foul civil service, fixed nails in my hands,
Fixed iron crown with piercing needles at my head,
I was not a Christ to suffer such a trial in my life,
On account of stupid IAS fellow,
On account of narcotic fellow,
Fellow like a mix of Herod and Caiaphas,
To fix a judgement out of vested play,
Who enjoys pivotal role in the State service,
Just to mock democracy.
My genuine rights were thrashed,
That hurt me greatly,
Still, I am not out of that tragic day,
Now I know a fact, a stupid can kill your future,
Out of malicious words and actions.
That will pursue like a shadow,
When you are in the day light time.
The tragic event happened on 21/04/2016,
But, still the time I am not free from its shocking.

20/11/2018, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Terrible.

Many suffered greatly,
Many suffered greatly,
Many suffered silently,
Purely on a terrible admin.

Terrible, terrible, so terrible
Terrible out of pure lack of facts,
Terrible out of narcotics.
Terrible out of unholy nexus.

I have only words to fight,
To provide justice for the public,
He is so terrible, so terrible,
Even the power of words become powerless.

Narcotics and ignorance are the reasons,
Ignorance in the most dealing areas,
Better to expel all such fellows,
To ensure quality admin in the State.

The incident happened on the day of 21st,
In the sunny days of April-2016,
Still, hunting me at the heart-
An endless painful suffering for ever.

18/11/2018, 1 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Terrorism- Bureaucracy

We see terrorism,
We see terrorism,
We are yet to find its reason,
That turn against common man,
That turn against justice,
Still, they have a happy life,
Without providing the solution for any issues,
Managing with a terrible mind,
Managing like a bloodhound,
And make free State on a nation,
Like a milk offered to the child,
With hundreds of dead insects in the milk.

06-12-2018, 1.19 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
The American Literature

Every English lover must read,
Books from the America,
To know the ease of words,
To know the art of simple penning.

All writings are inspiring,
All writings are motivational,
Even the writing from the Government,
Full of passion, care, and love.

India needs to learn many from America,
To know the art of writing,
To know the art of penning,
To know creative writing.

All books from the USA are simple,
All books are easy to understand,
All are due to best writing software,
All are due to vision full leaders.

Let the entire youth see the USA version,
To get a charming hand on writing,
To get a magic hand on writing,
To gain the word power at an ease.

09-12-2018,23.35 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Breath, A Mere Breath, A Great Breath

I am thinking about a breath,
The breath, a mere breath, a great breath,
Everyone knows in their inner mind,
Everyone forgets in their inner mind,
A breath, a mere breath, a great breath.

Through the breath, the man,
Love, live, chat, dance, imagine,
Through the breath the man,
Plan for the wars and violences.

It’s banking by the nature,
Allowing unlimited usage,
Never turn into a shortage,
Resembling a wonder lamp, Alavudeen’s lamp.

Feeling the presence, day by day,
Fails to know, how it originated? ,
Myth and theories, lots of myth and theories,
That clashes each other day by day.

While the man is alive,
Nobody thinks about the breath, a mere breath,
When the man dies, news spreads,
Talking about the breath, last breath, a great breath.

The man is just only a breath,
If breath is over, who is he? ,
Reality turns unreal, existence turns non-existence,
Thinking, attacking, defending, everything vanishes into air,
Tie-up with the unseen nature, the cosmic content forever.

Nash Thomas
The Cosmic Wisdom

If you do something,
If your inner mind,
Lost its rhythm,
Do't do it,
If you do something,
If your inner mind,
Gain its rhythm,
Do it, do it for ever,
Your inner mind is more wise,
That holds the cosmic contents of the nature,
Cosmic contents will bring you to the Truth,
That will leads to joy forever.

Nash Thomas
I look for a cover page,
For an ebook ' Terrible Style'
To present a terrible image,
Need a picture of mad dog,
Must be a bloodhound,
Must have terrible face,
With terrible nature towards-
His own master who feeds daily,
Killed his master out of madness,
Injected by an enemy,
Just to kill the master and to take his assets,
It's for a cover page,
Cover page for an ebook,
Ebook of 100 plus poems,
To showcase the terrible nature,
To showcase the bloodhound,
To warn the public,
From it's attack out of madness.
=================================

Nash Thomas
The Critic

I showed my poems,
My poems, my brain child,
My Poems, my heart child,
A well known critic,
He is my friend too,
I recalled a cartoon,
A cartoon published by a print daily,
On the front page as grasshopper,
Cutting tender plants harshly,
Seeing him, I always recall that cartoon,
I recalled the cartoon, that I enjoyed a great,
When I smile, he would know the same,
We are friends, discussing openly many things,
Seeing my poem, he claimed,
He could tell the sequence,
Tell the sequence of my writing,
Without saying anything,
I was astonished,
He marked the order within a minute,
A perfectly reverse order,
I laughed, laughed and further laughed
He is my friend, can tell anything,
He continued,
'This is my word for you, nothing more.'
I got the point within a minute,
I see the old newspaper cartoon,
Old newspaper cutting dancing in the nature,
Print daily may tell the truth,
Sometimes they may tell the truth,
Truth in the society.

Nash Thomas
The Fate Of A Lovely Jasmine

Jasmine, Jasmine,
You are like a cute baby,
The loving baby of a sweet smile,
Everyone likes to kiss you,
Everyone likes to hold you,
For mere a day or two,
When you are in bud form,
When you have a sweet smell,
But, when your shelf life is over,
You will trash into the waste bin,
Within a day or two,
Do you feel? , Do you hurt?
Do you feel? , Do you hurt?
Even if, you feel like a pity one,
We don't think about that,
As we do not have time to spend,
It's a custom,
It's a practice to put in waster bin,
Even with a number of rotten eggs,
Within a short time,
When your sweet smell is over,
We follow the custom,
Must we ask for forgiveness? -,
must we ask for mercy? -
From God for the rude style,
We have such a rude style,
Rude style in every area,
It's a permitted looting,
Like taxing the giver in the greatest,
No one can't control the same.
It's your fate, a merciless fate,
A logic less logic of nature.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

06-12-2018,12.53 PM, Kadammanitta,
Nash Thomas
The Good News Bible- A Must Read Book For All Poets.

Some writings are poetic,
Some writings are narrative,
Some writings are boring,
Some writings are inspiring.

Good News Bible is so sweety,
Like a honey, you can feel the flow of words,
With a nice stream with the smell of jasmine,
Only with the smooth flow of simple words.

All poets must try to read the same,
To gain the art of writing in a simpler way,
With simple words and narration to explain all,
I like free thinking, but I like this writing too.

The price of the Bible is very low,
The price of the words are like precious gems,
The writing is poetic too with simple words,
To keep the smooth flow of words at an ease.

You may be a believer or non-believer,
But it is immaterial,
You can see the beauty of writing,
And get the structure to master the way of simple penning.

09-12-2018,23.15 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Innocent

"I am innocent,
I am innocent,
Somebody will come,
He will break your dynasty,
He will trash your justice system, &quot;
An ill-charged poet, unknown poet told,
As the last word before capital punishment,
He was against vested law,
He was against vested admin,
Admin framed crooked play,
To make him under the chain,
To trash him into pieces,
He wrote hundreds of poems,
Later, an investigative journalist came,
Opened the case, uphold the poems before the public,
Erratic admin trembled with fear,
Dynasty trashed into dust,
But the wording of the hanged man survives,
Millions and millions raised the voices,
&quot; Oh, crooked admin fellows,
Killers of the genuine one.
Let you and your descendants,
Perish mercilessly in this world,
We will trash your views,
We will uphold the verse of suffering,
To relieve the pain of millions&quot;
The birds proclaimed, recited without knowing,
The last words of the poet, children recited,
With emotional pitch and with melody,
And created the endless dynasty for him.

10-12-2018, 14.23 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Laughing Mobile- A Lie Sensing Device

Godley, a young scientist,
Invented a mobile, a laughing mobile,
Laughing, on saying untrue statements,
Laughing, on saying false statements,
It’s a handy mobile, very handy, false finder,
Laughing, laughing, on false finding,
Laughing, laughing, on untrue finding.
It’s laughing cause crying and crying,
That in turn causes laughing for many

Hot news spread in all channels,
Hot news spread in all dailies,
Hot news spread on all streets,
Priests and clergies, feared,
Rulers and policemen, feared,
Business people feared,
Auditors, Lairs, feared.

Millions and millions sold,
Millions and millions accepted,
A lot of people believed,
Lot of grievances solved.
Many prisoners got bail,
Many public put in jail,
Many hospitals started closing,
Many doctors stopped their job,
Many divorce cases were settled,
Many divorces newly happened.
Many wives, got the device,
Many wives, got divorced,
Many wives, got the device,
Many wise husbands kept silence,
Married, were feared,
Unmarried, were cheered.

Tax collectors, were cheered,
They searched with the devices,
Business people started hiding,
Seeing them, poor started laughing,
Schools and Colleges, took the device,
To control naughty students,
They, were shouting against Godley
Blaming, Godley for his baby.

Court cases, settled at rocket speed,
Judges’ jobs were gone at missile speed,
Many Lawyers stopped their jobs,
Many Lawyers changed their jobs,
Laughing mobile started laughing, laughing,
Lots of people started crying, crying.

By the time, election declared,
The election campaign started,
The brain child of Godley, used by rival party,
Speeches by the ruling party, stopped by laughing,
The result was declared,
Ruling party got, only nine without a tail, only nine without a tail,
The public, started laughing, laughing.
When they became ruler,
The same drama, repeated,
Entire admin were in standstill,
Nobody knew how to solve,
They started cursing the Godley,
But, ninety percent of people,
The voice of the voiceless,
Showed support for Godley,
No rulers –High or Low, enjoyed his invention,
But, he got the veil from the public.

The priests and the clergies, had no choice,
Only to accept, only to accept,
They couldn’t hide from the public,
Lastly, they turn to make use as a confession tool,
They spread divine confession and device confession
‘Device confession at free of cost –
Penal charged only for an offense, - as option one
Divine confession at high cost,
Dare to pay one month pay, ’ –as option two.
Lots of confession were done seeking option two,
Many were, very riches to follow the divine stream,
Millions and Millions earned;
The wealth increased in multifold,
New theology emerged,
No one could hide, one –tenth income,
Fearing, the Laughing machine, the vigilance device,
Wealth increases day by day,
Started billing, for the God’s law violation,
Started paying, on the voice of the laugh tone,
Fearing laughing device, not seeking any exemption,
Starting pay taxes, the churches started paying taxes.

When the Holy Masses were going on, the mobiles remain in silent mode,
When the preaching sections were started, it started laughing,
Laughing, laughing, laughing.
For solving it, planned to read only Psalms chapter fifty three,
Psalms fifty three many times; to fill the gap of preaching.

Godly, enlightened by his device,
To finding further truth, he turned to researching,
On getting more and more findings,
Godley, a young scientist, made a secret code,
Pressing the code by mistake, all mobiles got updated,
Turning all into any type false finder,
Millions and Millions mobiles within seconds, Updated
New version start function, a complete fault finder.

Auto updating to happen on the last day of December,
Auto stoppage also happened on the same day at 11.30 pm
All, were feared a small device, laughing machine,
Someone spread it as last coming,
Fearing, turned many to the path of truth and holiness,
Fearing, many say good-bye to worldly attachment,
Voluntarily disclose many secrets in public and to churches,
Churches, full of believers, filled by unusual visitors,
Many started crying,
Nobody knew why they were crying,
Priest and Clergies feared with trembling,
Keeping away from the usual Holy Mass,
Reading Psalms fifty three with fear and anxiety,
Fearing, no voice came to outside,
They came down to deliver due to fear,
They were afraid of what would happen,
Heartbeat increased at top most at 11.59pm,
Deep silence in many countries, Many were about to tear,
Many were about to bowing to each other,
The Riches hug the poors, promised silently many things under fear,
Everywhere, fear, fear, fear only.
Following a common practice throughout the world,
A common practice, out of fear,
By the silent expression of the priest,
The believers, put their mobile on a table,
Many, started bowing down the device,
Many, started praying to the device,
Pointing towards device priests started, ‘holy device, holy device’
Laughing device started laughing, laughing, laughing.
A minute later, the world started laughing, laughing, laughing,
Hearing the sound, many felt, a great relief, a great relief,
A great relief, never felt before.
All, left with joy and happiness.
All, started usual life.

When teachers took the classes,
Device in the hands of naughty,
Started laughing, laughing, many times.
When grammar classes and math classes were going on,
Started laughing, laughing,
Updated one, a great gain for naughty students,
Updated one, a great pain for teachers.

On starting reading the dailies,
Any sensational news,
It’s started laughing, laughing, laughing,
All the press, we're now entrapped,
Channels, press, politicians, preachers;
Couldn't say anything,
The device started laughing,
Many sensational channels closed,
Leading dailies stopped functioning,
Filling by views, laughing by public,
Many of them vanished in the air,
Journalists, illusionist of news vanished,
A few dailies started, preaching epics and holy words,
A few live cases, turn to dailies in pocket version,
People started reading good news,
They never thought, that would happen in their lifetime,
They praised the supreme for the same.

Millions and millions of citizens got trust in the device,
They enjoyed the suffering of the Rulers,
Suffering on account of laughing device,

When people started praising Godley,
Updated version started laughing,
He was in a trap, what was happening?.
Whenever, someone marked him as the inventor,
The new device started laughing, laughing, laughing.

Nobody could find the solution,
How did it happen?.
He afraid, he might put in prison, for illegal claim,
Lawyers, Judges, Doctors, Auditors,
Business People, Priest and clergy, Teachers,
Politicians, Husbands and wives, all walks of life; -
Who suffered by the device, turn against Godley,
Searching for a place, for hiding from the public,
Searching a land, to remain calm and in cool,
Searching for a solution for the mystic happening,
Searching was going on, Found stories of Sages in India,
A runaway from his native land,
He landed in India in the Himalayas,
Seeing the sages, living in the sheer cold climate,
Without taking any dress to cover their bodies,
Without any worldly attachment,
Enlightened, the way of life,
Enlightened on seeing Lean, tall, very calm, sages,
Chanting and praying Gods.

Years went by, The World had been searching for Godley,
Searching, searching, searching ..........
He had been absconding, nobody knew,
All, were afraid of using the device to trace him,
Years went by, he got Vedic wisdom from the Sages,
Still he had a problem,
By mystic sense, The sages sensed the problem,
The sages, in their mystic sense,
Recited the past, current and future,
“You were only a mediator, God is the Inventor,
Your device was capturing Godly secret to the earth,
With all God permission to enlighten the masses,
You are the only provider of solutions, ”
Tell in public, ‘ I am only a mediator, ’
‘God, the supreme is being the inventor.’
He came down from the mountains,
A new man with perfect knowledge,
People were very calm, people were very loyal,
Very kindness, self-less mind,
Calmness everywhere, as he found sages in the Holy Mountain,
He astonished, How did it happen? .
They told the secret,
With the Grace of God our world got a device,
A device to show false words, false statement,
False arguments, any type of false, ’
‘The mediator had been absconding,
The entire world had been searching for him,
The entire world had been changed to Truth’
Then he said.
‘I am the mediator.I am the mediator’
The city man wondered,
He took the laughing device and checked,
Verified with the device, a silent mode remained,
The news spread, A few channels arrived,
Which were still not closed,
Live telecast aired, an entire world was looking for his word,
Holiday declared for the whole nation.

A world had completely changed, No where found any violence,
Everyone was happy and calm,
No police force, no court, no armed forces,
All parasite jobs were abolished,
No attacking, No wars, No violence,
Everyone was enlightened,
No more preachers, no more speeches,
Everyone like only one thing, silence and helping each other,
People were remained in silence,
Laughing mobiles were too in silence.

Heavenly bodies, looking at the earth jealously,
Trying to return to earth, by incarnation,
The Cosmic Supreme denied ‘ Now they are like us, ’
‘No need of upliftment. Henceforth no incarnation.’

A channel declared ‘We found the inventor of Laughing mobile’
Laughing moblies, started laughing, laughing, laughing.
‘This is to check whether laughing mobile is out of order? ’ They continued.
Laughing mobiles ‘keep silence ’
Nice laughs by enlightened human, turns into laughing, laughing laughing,
Entire air filled with laughing, laughing, laughing.

With pleasure and with real knowledge,
With all honors, Godley, returned to native place.

Nash Thomas
The Life Of A Dramatist

Life of dramatist is on the dreamy world,
Every drama his brainchild,
May contain the life of the writer,
May not be the full life,
It is an objective art,
Delivering the subject with an objective mind,
Over the years of mental perspiration,
Create a plot from nothing, full of imaginative figures,
To showcase a brilliant art out of perspective view,
Unfair, unfair, unfair to declare as self-portrait,
It is only a prospective outcome of mental magnetic crafting.

10-12-2018, 20.35 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Lost Dream

In the very early morning, a high pitch sound heard,
A sudden stop from the nice dream;
A long beard lean man with spiritual hand,
In a meditative mood,
His face is so calm,
His face is so loving,
His face is so inspiring,
He is doing his meditation in the rose garden,
In the midst of his Ashram,
Seems like a big rose in the garden,
A nice lady with a little child came,
Awaken from the meditation,
Seems someone passes the hot news,
Lady with a creamy child walks towards to the mystic,
With authority and in an empathetic way,
Seeing the innocent face, the mystic make a touching on his curious face,
The child is so curious to see the long beard,
Passes his tiny hand over his own cheese,
With wondering, he extends his hands to long beard,
Mystic in the rose garden, unplug a rose flower with love,
Witharty move, give it to the curious
The child sees something unusual, a flow of cosmic effect,
Air dances with joy,
Suddenly a wind blowing, a cool wind,
I felt the cool breeze,
It’s carrying roses odor,
The mother seems so calm,
Her face, like a river in the midnight
Touches by the full moon light, flowing with sweet sound,
Her face, flowing with love and gratitude,
Tri-union, find a mystic reality,
An event beyond expression,
Vanishes background roses, the flow of love spread in the air,
A memorable event, a mystic move,
Suddenly, A high pitch sound heard,
I wake up reflexively,
A little bit, I can’t know what was happening,
A high pitch sound again heard,
Seeing the mobile, turn off the alarm,
Cursing the ring bell, a disturbing voice,
A great disturbing, Ever since I heard,
I, again, slept, unconsciously,
Waiting for the dream, Waiting for the dream,
Unconsciously, waiting for the dream,
With the ill-fated mind, I wake up in the late morning,
Searching on the mobile, how the ring happens,
Remembering the event; alarm fixed a day before,
To call back a customer at 3.45 pm,
Mistakes in setting date and time,
A little careless,
A nice dream gone for ever.

Nash Thomas
The Mother

You may use hate words,
I will ignore the same,
You may use love words,
I will keep the same,
You may use caring words,
I will dream from the same,
I will make cradle poems,
And makes the world a child of mine,
Even if, I am on the cross.

10-12-2018,13.44 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Mystic Move

I am an atheist,
Wandering here and there,
Searching for peace and freedom,
I am an atheist,
Sit on the rock, in the lonely place,
Hearing a nice voice,
A calm and nice voice,
A voice of knowledge,
A voice of wisdom,
A voice, who knows the Truth,
I am surprised,
“You are an atheist, You are an atheist,
You can’t be an atheist,
See the beauty of nature,
See the beauty of the flowers,
See the beauty of roses,
How can you become an atheist? ,
I planted thousands and thousands of roses,
My all ashrams surrounded with rose gardens,
I am enjoying the beauty of its design,
Everlasting design framed by the someone,
Beyond our thinking,
Beyond our imagination,
Beyond our control,
Who is the artist of this nature,
Who gives uniqueness to all beauty,
Never lost from generation to generation,
He, who, created the whole,
Through, his, creative power and wisdom,
We are nothing before him,
Nothing before him,
Watch the roses, watch the roses,
They can teach you many lessons,
They can teach you many secrets,
They can bring joy to you,
Watch the roses, watch the roses”
I am not an opponent,
I am an open-minded,
Searching for the truth,
On the way, I become an atheist,
I am open, open enough to think,
I am wandering to find the truth,
Suddenly a spirit enters into me,
I jumped with shock,
Somebody drew me to the sermon,
Seeing me in long-distance,
The mystic, stand from his seat,
He asked
‘Where are you my son? ,
Where are you my son? ’
I am waiting for you, ”.
A minute, a deep sincere smile,
Eyes speak to the eyes,
Thousands and thousands of discourses went by,
In the silence, His eyes speak the truth,
My search for something,
That, I, don’t know, how to express,
I find in his eyes, Eyes in the mystic reality,
The mystic reality says,
I am you, I am you,
I am within you, I am within you,
You search here and there,
You fail to search in your inner mind,
I am here with you,
I am your imagination,
I am your creativity,
I am within you,
My wandering is over,
I find the truth,
I find my Guru,
The mystic reality,
The mystic says,
Water your young buds,
And buds of imagination,
You become what you want,
You are your friend,
You are your enemy,
You are your promoter,
You are your destructor,
You are your boss,
You are your salve,
You are your be all and end all,
I am within you,
Within you till the last breath,
I am the breath within you,
I will be with you, till the last breath,
Now, I, learn the truth,
The truth teaches by the roses,
Without any words, any speeches,
Imagination turns me atheist to a theist,
Now I am a theist, Now I am a theist.

Nash Thomas
The Mystic Reality

Many live,
Many die,
Many live, after death,
A, Death forever,
Many live, after death,
A, living forever,
A few know,
The secret of living,
They, live forever.

Jesus, lived only for 33,
Adi Sankara, lived only for 32,
Swami Vivekananda, lived only for 39,
Lived for short periods, living forever.

It’s really a mystic,
A, Mystic reality,
No Science can explain,
No rationalist can explain,
No worldly can explain,
Only, godly know the secret.
The secret of the world, the secret of living.
Living for ever,

Those, who know,
I and the rest are same,
Coming from one soul,
Manifested in many forms,
Those, who spread,
Those, who spread, I and the rest are same, will be living for ever.

Nash Thomas
The Real Facts On Marriage -I

Before Marriage:
Marriage is a chance,
Invented by a Priest,
A, Satirist social reformer,
To make a free man in chatting,
And to make his thought in charm.

After Marriage:
Marriage is a chain,
Invented by a prisoner,
A, Sadist prisoner,
To put a free man in jail,
And to put his thought in chains.

Nash Thomas
The Real Facts On Marriage -Ii

Before Marriage:

Marriage is a chance,
Invented by the God,
To make a free man in chatting,
And to make his thought in charm.

After Marriage:

Marriage is a chain,
Invented by the Satan,
To put a free man in jail,
And to put his thought in chains.

Nash Thomas
The Real Fruit

My father planted two Rambutans,
On the back side on our lovely home,
Thinking that would bear fruit in right time,
And gain a little by selling the same.

Days and times were passing,
It rose to fifty plus feet high,
Flowered many times at right time,
But, failed to bear fruits all the time.

But we aren't like to cut the tree-
For want of firewood,
Even if, we are short of it.

When it raises to heights,
Lovely leaves and branches raise in air,
Showing the gifted joy of nature,
We all filled with joy.
Air is lovely with the play of birds,
Air is lovely by the voices of squirrels,
Air is filled with the joy of birds,
Air is filled with the dancing music,
Squirrels and birds make master band,
That comes from the heart of joy,
That comes from the heart of open will,
I like to keep a chair near the tree,
While reading books in my collections,
How fine it is to hear the music,
How fine it to sit in the divine music,
All, make trees a nice playground.
How fine it to keep an eye on the play,
Squirrels and birds make master band,
Trumpet by lovely squirrels filled in air,
Lovely music of birds filled there,
All are filled with joy,
We aren't like to cut the tree,
For, want of firewood.
Even if, we are short of it.
Nash Thomas
27-12-2014

Nash Thomas
The Real Option.

The government, name for restrictions,
The private, name for chances,
Let the winners work with private,
Let the losers work with Governments,
To bring maximum benefits and to
Reduce maximum ill effects.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018, 12 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Return

I will write poems in Malayalam,
I write poems in English,
My English poems have love,
My English poems have passion,
My English poems have kindness,
But, I will write hate poems in the native tongue,
Hate poems to correct the injustice,
As I always got hate than support,
From the native people, a great tragedy,
English people are loving people,
English people inspiring people,
We have goodness only on your sharing,
We have a tongue, a global tongue,
Due to the English, you are focused,
My native land, I feel great sorry,
Hate words are in common,
No inspiration, zero motivation,
Pathetic IAS administration-
A useless admin in the world,
I am not a Jesus,
I am not a Gandhiji,
I will deliver based on my receipts in life,
I will deliver poems of love, kindness, in English,
I will deliver poems of hate words, in Malayalam,
As I can deliver only based on my inflow,
My outflow must be based on my inflow,
This is to expose the erratic IAS admin in our land,
Erratic admin at a global level to correct them,
For delivering goodness after seven decades-
The nuisance style of admin in the public.
Correct them, correct them, lead them to do good,
Lead them to use good words,
Let they read from the USA,
To know how to run a society with love and caring.

10-12-2018, 13.30 PM, Kadammanitta.
Nash Thomas
The Science - A Myth Or A Reality?

The time has come,
The time has come to prove,
Science makes many mistakes,
Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

This is the time to re-think,
Re- thinks Darwin's theory,
Rethinks Galileo's theory,
Rethinks even Newton's law.

Rethinks makes everything fine,
Fine to learn cosmic wisdom,
Cosmic Wisdom to greet millions,
Millions to the world of beauty.

The time has come to disclose,
Disclose the fact to millions,
Hidden treasures to rest of the world,
To disprove many things and enlighten the masses.

I will show, I will show
In near future, without further time,
Modern medicine failed in many areas,
Fails to prevent diseases and brings health.

I will show thousand who lives in dirty places,
Lives without any diseases,
I will show many who lives in five star facility,
Living with full of ailments. Where it goes theory of hygiene?

I will show aged grandma in the interior villages,
Aged grandma, who see many generations,
She will do everything, she will live without any modern medicine,
She will die only after bending like a sickle, after the age of 90

A star born in many years back,
Spoke about a King,
Many wise cannot find him,
But the star, the cosmic showed its signal to the world.

A combined study of Astrology, Physics, mathematics and life science, One will know the equation, Equation of life and cosmic content.

A study without Astrology, Makes all studies, a fragment, Cosmic is prime, others are second, All sages know the secret, the secret of life.

The time has come, The time has come to prove, Science makes many mistakes, Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

The Sun revolves round the earth, All eastern and western sages had the same view, Same view with logical mind, But only science had the variant view,

India, the land of Sages, Found all, with cosmic wisdom, Cosmic sense makes them wise, Wise to lead the path of divinity.

They found everything, Everything in their cosmic sense, Found about 5000 years back, Still, retains for true seekers of knowledge.

The time has come, The time has come to disclose, Disclose to the world, We have light to light the world.

This is the time to re-think, Re-thinks Darwin's theory, Rethinks Galileo's theory,
Rethinks even Newton's law.

The time has come,
The time has come to prove,
Science makes many mistakes,
Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

It is to be proved; why there is gravity,
It is to be proved; why there is magnetism,
There is something beyond that science explain till the time,
See the findings of Hawking's and leaders in the Astrophysics.

Nash Thomas
The Science – A Myth Or A Reality?

The time has come,
The time has come to prove,
Science makes many mistakes,
Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

This is the time to re-think,
Re-thinks Darwin’s theory,
Rethinks Galileo’s theory,
Rethinks even Newton’s law.

Rethinks makes everything fine,
Fine to learn cosmic wisdom,
Cosmic Wisdom to greet millions,
Millions to the world of beauty.

The time has come to disclose,
Disclose the fact to millions,
Hidden treasures to rest of the world,
To disprove many things and enlighten the masses.

I will show, I will show
In near future, without further time,
Modern medicine failed in many areas,
Fails to prevent diseases and brings health.

I will show thousand who lives in dirty places,
Lives without any diseases,
I will show many who lives in five star facility,
Living with full of ailments. Where it goes theory of hygiene?

I will show aged grandma in the interior villages,
Aged grandma, who see many generations,
She will do everything, she will live without any modern medicine,
She will die only after bending like a sickle, after the age of 90

A star born in many years back,
Spoke about a King,
Many wise cannot find him,
But the star, the cosmic showed its signal to the world.

A combined study of Astrology,
Physics, mathematics and life science,
One will know the equation,
Equation of life and cosmic content.

A study without Astrology,
Makes all studies, a fragment,
Cosmic is prime, others are second,
All sages know the secret, the secret of life.

The time has come,
The time has come to prove,
Science makes many mistakes,
Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

The Sun revolves round the earth,
All eastern and western sages had the same view,
Same view with logical mind,
But only science had the variant view,

India, the land of Sages,
Found all, with cosmic wisdom,
Cosmic sense makes them wise,
Wise to lead the path of divinity.

They found everything,
Everything in their cosmic sense,
Found about 5000 years back,
Still, retains for true seekers of knowledge.

The time has come,
The time has come to disclose,
Disclose to the world,
We have light to light the world.

This is the time to re-think,
Re-thinks Darwin’s theory,
Rethinks Galileo’s theory,
Rethinks even Newton’s law.

The time has come,
The time has come to prove,
Science makes many mistakes,
Mistakes and mislead millions and millions.

It is to be proved; why there is gravity,
It is to be proved; why there is magnetism,
There is something beyond that science explain till the time,
See the findings of Hawking's and leaders in the Astrophysics.

Nash Thomas
The Terrible civil Service Admin

We feel great pity,
To see the terrible admin,
By way of glorified clerks,
As the top to take vital plans,
Just like a butcher operates
A major brain surgery,
To save the man from death,
A butcher with a sense of saving,
What will be its outcome?

After seventy plus free State,
Free State only in the books,
A State with lots of dirty places,
Sanitary lacking in the public,

Drawing more than a lakh as salary,
By cheating millions and millions,
Nil contribution, but full of drawings,
A mantra of looting,
Looting the mercy of the public,

Why they failed to use radio for teaching,
It's cheap and simple,
To deliver classes at free of cost,
They failed to settle issues,
But master in making issues in-
Business units in our land,
A nice slogan of for the people,
By the people, and the people,
Remains only in books,
Failed to find anywhere,
Even after seventy plus free state,
IAS is terrific, really terrific,
Only good to kill every vision,
Only good to kill entire options,
Failed to provide even silly things,
Before the public to see the fruits,
A self-ruled admin may follow,
IAS style really a stupid one,
Created only issues in the State,
Failed to provide techno solutions,
To provide quick and easy solution,
Failed to provide job portals,
Failed to provide language labs,
Failed to prove easy educations,
In the era of technology,
Good at providing a looting,
Good at providing the style of cheating,
Good at providing terrific culture,
Good at keeping fear in the public,
Failed to provide unity.

Still, the public failed to see the fact,
A bubble will burst one day,
And rainbow on bubble-
Really become a memory,
The days will come, The days will come,
All posts will handle by experts,
And days will end for ever and
Management of glorified clerks will be over,
To see a nice time of Unity,
To see the nice time of Unity,
To see the nice time of Unity,
In the Mother Land of Diversity.

Nash Thomas
The Theaters - The Social Impact Mantra

Theaters, a lovely place to enjoy,
To live with joy and forget the tragic life,
With wise writing, with nice crafting,
With wise planning, with nice dancing,
With wise thinking, with nice delivering,
A moment of joy to bring the public to a point,
To enjoy life, to forget trauma,
To see the roses in life,
With words of jasmines,
Crafted by a man of wisdom,
Planted by an artist of the world.
With children's play area, adults' education,
With snacks and drinks, make the nightlife joyful,
To spend the saving and enjoy a sharing life in the nation.

10-12-2018, 10.37 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
The Theme Of A Poem

It's the overflow of words,
Grammatical or free verse,
From the lovely moments,
From the tragic moments,
From the philosophical mind,
To attain a better state,
To imagine a better state,
To dream a better state,
Delivering garden of jasmines,
Delivering garden of roses,
With lovely streams like in the Eden,
Makes the poet, a Nobel Prize winner.

10-12-2018,10 AM, Kadammanitta.
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The Trees & Plants –more Than A Well Wisher

The trees and plants are something more,
More than that of your father,
More than that of your Mother,
More than that of your friends,
More than that of your Teachers,
When I walked a long distance,
I usually sat under a tree,
I felt that tree is patting me,
I felt that tree is touching me,
I really felt joy in sitting there,
No mother, father or friends,
No teachers or relatives can provide,
I need that patting at that time,
Only a tree can offer me that.
When I became ill,
I took herbs, gifted plants on the earth,
To cure my ill, done wonders,
It’s beyond a doctor or a well wisher,
Really trees can relieve stresses,
Really plants can relieve pains,
Many a time, it can provide,
Can provide unique support,
Care that will recall forever,
Many a time a man cannot give,
Many a time a woman cannot give,
Trees and plants are more than a man,
Trees and Plants are more than a woman,
That can provide cooling for the whole nature

Nash Thomas
The Truth, The Real Truth

I learned gravitational force,
I learned it during my school days,
I learned, further from my college days,
I learned the same simply by memorizing,
Since, it is a science, the experimental conclusion.

But, now I have only one question,
How, it happens, we know the force of gravity only,
We, don’t know the force behind the gravity,
Why, gaseous matter goes to air and not to the Earth,

The Newton, Great physicist,
Generated theory from the falling Apple,
Apple a mere subject haven’t any mind,
A man, passes out last breath, can’t stand in the nature,
He will fall to the earth, where his mind goes? .

Physical form, a mere subject,
Mental form, a complex one,
The body, physical form, return to earth,
The mind, the mental form, where it goes? .

Man, do all things,
All, supernatural things,
Not, by the body alone, body a mere media,
But, by the mind, which is more powerful.

Now, I have a question,
Why, dead bodies are not flying in the air,
Why, dead bodies are not attracted by the heavenly bodies,
Only, in limited numbers, the dead lifted to heavenly bodies.

I searched over the internet,
I cannot find any answer,
Answer to satisfy, the inner thirst,
The inner thirst for Truth - Truth alone.

Then, I searched in the Indian Vedas,
The great sages, got all wisdom from the heavenly bodies,
They, got all wisdom, older than 5000 years,
That ocean of knowledge, can’t find in any science in the world.

All subjects in the world are made up of the five forces,
Air, Water, Earth, Fire and Ether,
World, Itself originated from its combination by the Supreme desires,
All bodies, originated from its combination,
All bodies, are to be returned to the parental forces,
To keep the forces in balancing nature.
This is the law of gravity as per Indian Vedas,
The unseen forces, all narrated by the Sages from spiritual enlightenment,
Narrated about 5000 years back, there was no science as seen today!!
Death is nothing but calling back the parent stage,
The Body, the earthy part, attracted towards, earth.
The mind, the spacious part, attracted towards ether,
The same is simple, applicable to Apple and Aristotle.

Now, I am submitting,
Submitting a hypothesis,
Hypothesis from Vedas & Bible,
A science of existence more than the existing science.

Jesus, born from heavenly bodies,
Eliya, the great prophet, born as heavenly desires,
Krishna, born as heavenly desires,
All, back, to heavenly bodies, why?.

Born, from heavily bodies, will-
Back, to heavenly bodies,
Born, from earthy desires, will-
Back, to earthy world – a very simple conclusion from Indian Vedas
All, Spiritual texts will prove, the above findings.

I was a rationalist,
Before, I read Vedic books,
Before, I read Astangahrydaya,
Now, I can’t be a rationalist, the world is beyond that,

For simple knowledge, most eat able items in India,
Grouped under the presence of that five forces in Ayurveda,
Hunger is nothing, but, the fire element in our body,
Taking, herbs rich in fire element increase appetite,
Ginger, being rich in fire, good to increase appetite,
Likewise, Everything in the universe is related,
Nothing in the universe is isolated, as rationalist vision.

Death, will be followed by birth,
Birth, will be followed by death,
These, are all cyclic nature,
To keep the balance of nature intact – as per the Supreme desire,
The change of one form to another has only happened,
Keeping the same level of energy as Einstein Observed,
Rationalist calls it natural self –balancing mechanism,
Those who know, will call by name,
Ignorant, fails to call by name.

India, the land, not gone for any conquering,
Land, not gone for any aggressive exploitation,
Mainly, from the Vedic wisdom,
Mainly, from the true knowledge from the GOD.

Those, who like to learn the relative forces,
Relative forces between nature,
Indian Vedic Books are very great,
I am calling all of you to look,
The physicist, can generate a number of logical relations,
Just, by learning the Vedas with their existing streams,
I got these in very late, but, still, I can do many things,
You, too, read, these and do for the society.

Lastly, the great Indian Yogis, all believe in the Dharma,
The way to keep life non-miserable,
Dharma, mainly to keep the five forces,
Five forces in balancing manner, To keep the world for many years,
All, thus saying only one thing,
The world is more than mere physical nature, each activity is crucial.

Nash Thomas
The Wheelchair Speaks To You The Truth

When I saw, Stephen Hawkin,
Through internet,
A, great living physicist,
I felt, I was seeing a miracle,
Miracle to say openly,
Openly, the power of mind,
How great come from, -
From a disabled body,
A totally disabled body,
I feel, this is a message,
A, message for the truth seekers,
The physical form is nothing,
The mind, abstract thing,
The abstract thing, that makes wonders,
All religion, focusing these abstracts,
That, millions and millions are getting benefit,
Benefit in daily life,
That help, one to become something,
Something in the life,
This, abstract makes one wise,
This, abstract makes one unwise.
The abstract, the spirit is really a great,
It’s unseen strength in the nature.

Nash Thomas
Tragic Life Of Poets

Life of poets, mostly a tragic one,
Full of painful days, mourning for daily needs,
Many were unseen during lifetime,
Many were seen only after the lifetime,
A wonderful life after no more,
Wild, wild, wild, the fate,
Unkind, unkind, unkind, the destiny,
Who knows the secret of tragic life?
Does God love heavily?
Doesn't God love poet at all?
Who knows it, who knows it?
We may search for the cause,
To solve the issue forever.

11-12-2018, 23.43 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Trained Critics

Trained critics are like trained dogs,
Can gain many things from trained one,
Innovation, lots of innovation,
Yet to see innovations in critics,
Let the trained one handle for better days

23-12-2018, 22.43 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Training

When we will train our students to learn the legal base,
When we will train our admin to learn the legal base,
When we will train our politicians to learn the legal base,
When we will train our priests to learn the legal base,
Then only we can see a better world,
A better world through collective efforts,
A base to share many things for many,
Just to enjoy the goodness of options in our life.


Nash Thomas
Transform

Renaissance and Reformation,
Mantra for change,
Mantra for transform,
To burn the customs,
To bring liberty,
Let the rulers of the land follow,
Reformative plans for every action,
Rethink each option,
To bring better governance.
Let us rethink, rethink, rethink,
With a hope for transform,
With a hope for new life,
With a hope for a new way of life.

11-12-2018, 10.12 AM, Kadammanitta.
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Trials In Life

Trials in life are painful days,
Trials in dreams are painful dreams,
We may cross many trials in life,
But the lasting may be of hate words,
Hate words from man of power and admin,
Hate words from woman of love,
Can we provide an app to solve the same?
Can we train IAS to speak nice words,
Can we train IAS to do goodness towards the public-,
Out of educational information and state of mind? .

Nash Thomas
Trigonometry.

You may be bored in the maths classes,
You may be bored due to trigonometry,
You need to know the same,
If you want to follow astronomical studies,
You can learn all formulae by some tricks,
Tricks to memorize all the boring formulas,
Try to memorize ‘PH-BH’
Need to know P as perpendicular,
Need to know B as base,
Need to know H as the hypotenuse,
Try to memorize Sine, Cos and Tan,
Sine, Cos, Tan as a sequence,
Put a slash before H,
P/H gives sine,
B/H gives Cos,
Ignoring all H,
P/B gives Tan
Try to memorize one thing,
Cosec, Sec and Cot as sequence,
The reciprocal of sine, cos and tan gives-
Cosec, Sec and Cot.
H/P gives Cosec,
H/B gives Sec,
B/P gives cot.
Read it loudly for seven times,
You will learn it quickly.

Nash Thomas
Twisted Realities Of The World

Sometime we may get hate from love,

Sometimes we may get love from hate,

Whatever be the state,

We have to state the same,

Before stages of drama,

To expose the twisted realities of the world.

Nash Thomas
Uk And Usa

I find many goodness,
Many goodness from UK and USA,
In my life all are supportive,
I fail to see in my nation.

I can write even this poem,
From a support service at USA,
The chances are nice, simple and easy,
The rewarding systems are rewarding too.

Where do you people get all these helping mind,
Which cannot seen in our native land,
We feel great pity only due to erratic IAS admin,
Created only troubles and problems in the society.

26/11/2018,22.18PM, Kadammanitta, Kerala.

Nash Thomas
Usa - The Land Of Chances

I bow before the administrators,
Administrators having vision-,
Delivering thousands and thousands of-
Innovative platforms at an ease,
Caring laws, caring society,
A great nation.
Land of No Fear Act,
Blessed are those who live in that country,
Cursed are those who live in erratic admin,
Handling of all sensitive post by senseless one,
And will do entire damages in their period,
Bureaucratic system is a pity, a great pity
Looting without any action,
Lack of caring laws,
Your way of thinking, your way of caring,
Your way of simplifying the systems,
Here civil service is meant of destructions,
Meant for lunatic administrations,
Meant for terrible administrations,
When I was persecuted by native erratic fellows,
I found my fate at USA sites,
I am grateful to USA,
To provide such a service at the global level,
You are great, your words are encouraging,
Your words are supporting,
One day I will be there,
To find my fortune in life,
I have plans to generate millions
And millions for such nice communities,
I will support you,
As your land protected me,
Your country saved me,
Lunatic civil service killed,
Every charm in our country,
Land of wise to be protected,
Land of chances to be protected,
To protect millions and millions,
To find a safety nest forever.
06-12-2018, 23.42 PM, Kadammanitta.
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Versatile

Let all of us versatile,
Let all of us free from the cult,
Let all of us accept the good thing,
Let all of us free from the vested plans.

Let all us sing a song,
'I am versatile, I am versatile,
I am free from any cult,
I am a free,
I am a free,
To see the beauty of free state'

Let the preachers preach for joy,
Let the preachers do wonders,
Let them think freely,
Let them do good for the doers.

Doers may suffer on doing,
Preachers may support them by dreams,
Dreams to attain the impossible,
To attain the possible with an ease.

Free state a liberal view,
To attain greater things in life,
Think freely, free from the cult,
That must be our culture in the coming days.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018,10.11AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Virtual Education

Let virtual education a reality,
Let mobile education a reality,
Let the youth work for the nation and,
Get the degree in various streams,
A real-time experience to gain,
The base for next earning period.
Virtual education can bring sea changes,
All can be routed towards the productive side,
To gain national assets at least cost,
With real-time training and
classes in every stream.

13-12-2018, 23.39 PM, Kadammanitta.
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When Indians Become Free?

After the 1947,
History was taught we are free,
But till the time we are not free,
We become free only when India is free from IAS,
We become free only when experts handle the systems,
We become free only when welfare admin handles the systems,
We become free only when No Fear Laws become a reality,
Till after seventy plus years 1947,
Free State remains as a wild dream in the mind of millions,
Millions of youths, millions of farmers, millions of thinkers.
We have a dream when India is free from IAS,
We have a dream when India is full of motivational laws,
We have a dream when India is in digital mode,
We have a dream when our educational systems are in digital mode,
We have a dream when everyone gets free education,
We have a dream when qualified enjoy pivotal position for ever,
Otherwise, our dreams will be full of nightmares.

Nash Thomas
When You Love A Poet

When a poet express your feeling in words,
When a poet shows a comfort in your mind,
When a poet tell you the words of loving.,
When a poet help you to dream from nothing,
When a poet help you to find words in your silence,
When a poet speaks for you for others,
When a poet touches the inner mind,
When a poet touches the secret tastes,
When a poet provides a kiss of love with passion,
When a poet pens everything for you,
When a poet becomes a treasure land for your words,
You will love the poet at heart,
You will recall him, you will hug him,
That is the joy of penning,
That is beyond the flesh, beyond time,
When you keep the penning under your pillow,
To recite the same when you are in moody,
To recite the same when you are in gloomy,
When you attach with your heart,
When the heartbeat and the penning go in one line,
You will love a poet, surely you will love a poet.

6-12-2018,2.47 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.

Nash Thomas
White Ghost- The Holy White Ghost

I see a nun,
Walking by foot to market,
She is so violent,
Her face is full of cruelty,
Her face is lack of love,
Her face is lack of kindness,
Her face is lack of silence,
She is still a nun,
I still wonder....

She became a nun from poverty,
When she became puberty,
She might be against it,
Fails to get love from parents,
Teaching under strict by religion,
Loosing all mercy views,
Then I see my friend with his little child,
When she passes, little child call silently,
Holy white ghost, Holy white ghost,
She is a teacher,
She is the head of school too-,
Where the little one is going,

On hearing the comment,
I like to say my dear nice one,
“You can tell the truth openly,
Openly without any fear,
You are born natural critic,
Critic from emotional sense,
You can tell more truth to the world,
You can tell it from the heart,
You can expose heartless one,
You can expose all mask,
As you are a little one,
Always speaking the truth of the world”.

Nash Thomas
Who Am I?

I am mere a breath,
I am the part of the formless form,
I am a part of the universe,
I am a formless form,
I have a form,
The form will change,
No one can predict,
But form will change,
That can be proved simply,
Simply through the Upanishads,
Simple through the Indian Vedas.
Any form has a lifespan-
Less than a thousand years,
I have been here from timeless time,
I will be here for the timeless time,
I am a breath, undecaying breath,
The body may decay, my breath may alive,
I may a plant, I may a herb, I may be an animal,
I may be a pet animal, I may a wild animal,
Births are many, deaths are many,
But I can't recall all the past,
But I can tell boldly,
I have been here from timeless time,
I have been here from the days of Adam and Eve,
Read Upanishads, you will get master info,
You will learn all your teaching are baseless,
I am in a form for a moment,
I will be in another form later,
I will gain something in life,
To attain a higher status in rebirth,
In the next millions and millions of lives,
I will be in different forms,
You cannot see me,
I cannot recall my past births,
But, I can say boldly,
I have been here from the timeless time.
Jesus told the same,
Sri Krishna told the same,
But, we are yet to know the same,
Our science is a total failure,
To bring the secret code to the public,
But soon this will be a history,
Breaking theories will come soon,
To establish the greatest truth to the public,
That will change all thinking suddenly.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

09-12-2018, 10.59 AM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Why Do A Pickpocket Mourn Before A Born Robber?

Why do a needy pickpocket,
Confess before a born robber?
Why do a needy pickpocket,
Confess before another one?
Why does a blind man,
Seek assistance from another blind man?
When the master did confess,
Admitted got the benefit,
They became free from diseases,
When the disciples did confess,
Admitted got the benefit,
They became free from diseases,
For centuries, confession becomes a drama,
A mere drama, may be eligible for Oscar entry,
If God once again looks into the earth,
He will add psalms fifty three verses again,
Has anybody had any extra sense,
Than you yourself have?
Can they tell your past?
Can they tell your present?
Can they tell your future?
If not, how can they become one-
More powerful than you?
Think, Think, Think again,
You will get the solution,
As God is within you too.

Nash Thomas
Why Does This Happen In My Life?

Why does his happen to me?
Why does this happen to me?
When I see wicked are on wealthy stage,
When I see right are troubled by miseries in life,
Where can I submit my question?
Why does this happen to me?
A question of Abel's blood,
A question of Jesus' blood,
A question in our blood,
Can anyone find a valid answer?
Can anyone find an answer with clarity?
Can anyone find an answer with the solutions? .

28/11/2018,12.48 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
Why, I Need To Love Others?.

Jesus said, ‘Love others, as you love you’,
Why, I need to love others,
Why, I need to love others, who hate me daily,
Why, I need to love needy,
Why, I need to love prisoners,
Why, I need to love sinners.

All, are children of Adam and Eve,
All, are born from one soul,
Those, who know the secret,
Will know, by loving others, you are loving ourselves.
By loving ourselves, we are caring the soul itself.

Nash Thomas
Some will do wonders in life from nothing,
Some will do dreadful in life from everything,
Some will do wonders through words,
Some will do dreadful through words,
Some will do wonders through films,
Some will do dreadful through films,
All are outcome of an unseen truth of the nature,
All are due to images in the mind,
All are due to the creative contents in the mind,
All are due to the destructive content in the mind,
Let the mind be full of creative images to bring joy forever,


Nash Thomas
Word Power

Word power is the greatest power,
Like a mighty man in the world,
With lots of phrases,
With lots of parables,
With the story of the civilians,
May gain public reach,
May gain an audience of millions,
With the mighty power of words.

21-12-2018, 23.06 PM, Kadammanitta
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Wordless Words

Wordless Words
Speechless Speeches,
Will be powerful than,
The Churchill in your tongue,
My tears will speak you,
My eyes will speak you,
My gloomy face will speak you,
My silence will speak you,
My inaction will speak you,
Wordless-word will speak you,
Make me an orator of the world,
Give me the tongue of oratory talent,
With a clubbed mix of the Greek orator to Obama,
Wordless words passing from my gestures.
Oh! wordless word, saves me from the legal net,
In the days of suffering, drops of tear,
Can speaks millions of words,
That will speak through poets,
That will speak through politicians,
That will speak through priests,
That will speak through press,
Oh! see, come and see the power of powerless,
Powerless for a moment,
Mighty man forever after the rebirth,
Rebirth from the myopic penalty system,
Done by a Caiaphas, or Herod or the mix,
With the art of using Wordless word,
Know the art of grouping countless men into the club.

24/11/2018, 12.49, Kadammanitta, Kerala

Nash Thomas
Words

Words can create a joy for a moment,
Words can create a burden for ever,
Indians are good in negative use,
Due to terrible style of Public Admin,
The notices of public full of fear,
I can show you a million for the same,
Indians are good in negative use,
Americans are good in positive use,
Many and many attained greater ladder,
Only on migration to the United States,
The words of admin there are fine,
The words can energize you,
You will attain the dreams of life,
Like a dreamy moment of life,
We need to attain that joyful words,
To motivate millions to reap their target.


Nash Thomas
Words Of Inspiring

The words of Westerners are inspiring,
In many times, I sensed their caring,
But in our land, I sensed firing,
Now I am sharing, the caring.

The words of inspiring, I am sharing,
"We are proud to feature your poem,
The poem is inspiring, meaningful-
And universal appeal."
It inspired me greatly, still inspires me.

19-12-2018, 21.42 PM, Kadammanitta

Nash Thomas
Writing Poems

All poets need to write poems,
Need to write poems daily,
To gain day by day,
To retain the flow of words,
A day of back out will be a great burden,
Like an athlete, day by day will win the race,
And will win over the races.

20-12-2018, 12.46 PM, Kadammanitta.

Nash Thomas
You Are Mine

When I see you,
I think you are mine,
When I chat with you,
I confirmed you are mine,
When you forgot me,
I remember you all the days,
I still believe you are mine.
You are my lost sheep,
I am not searching for you,
As I am sure you are mine.
One day you will come to me,
Then you will know, you are mine.

6-12-2018,02.18 AM, Kadammanitta, Copyright Protected.
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